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ABSTRACT 
This study. examined the literacy achievement of first 
year Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education) students at 
the Mount Lawley Campus of the Edith Cowan University. It 
had been suggested that these students possessed 
inadequate levels of literacy to function as competent 
teachers. 
Students are assumed to have adequate literacy ability 
for the Bachelor of Arts course, and thus the teaching 
profession. when they receive a pass mark in their T.E.E. 
English or English Literature examination. 
This study examined the correlation between the T.E.E. 
English score and the scores the students received on 
three other instruments measuring aspects of literacy. 
The assessment scores firstly provided an indication of 
the literacy ability of each individual student. 
specifically indicating areas of higher or lower 
achievement. The correlation coefficients indicated the 
degree to which the T.E.E. English scores related to 
scores from other measures of literacy. 
In summary, this study investigated the claims that the 
students studying for a Bachelor of Arts {Primary 
Education) do not possess adequate levels of l~teracy 
essential for their chosen profession. 
i 
Upon analysis of the results. it was concluded that the 
T.E.E. English Examination could predict, to some degree, 
the literacy ability of students. However, the 
results indicate that the T.E.E. English Examination is 
not a strong enough predictor to ass~~e a student's 
literacy ability. 
In conclusion. the T.E.E. English Examination is not a 
good predictor of literacy ability. It may be necessary 
for tertiary institutions to consider other instruments 
to measure the literacy ability of students. From the 
study it is also suggested that tertiary institutions 
conduct literacy skills development courses to upgrade 
the literacy skills of students. This will ensure that 
students 
literacy 
graduating 
skills to 
education in literacy. 
as teachers will have adequate 
provide their pupils with quality 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
The literacy skills of graduates from the education 
system in Western Australia are a matter of current 
public concern. Some newspaper reports (for example "The 
West Australian". May 3, 1988) suggest that students are 
leaving our educational institutions inadequately 
prepared in reading and writing skills to function in 
today's society. Of particular concern are the literacy 
capabilities of school leavers who gain entrance to the 
State's tertiary institutions with the intention -Of 
joining the professional workforce on completion of their 
enrolled course. 
Not only are the literacy skills of school leavers and 
tertiary graduates under scrutiny, but the literacy 
skills of teachers have also attracted specific criticism 
and the voicing of great concern. If the literacy skills 
of teachers are suspect then the concern is indeed well 
motivated. That is, if there are teachers in our schools 
who 
and 
them 
will 
do not possess high levels of competence in reading 
writing. it is inevitable that pupils entrusted to 
for the teaching/learning of these language skills. 
have little chance of attaining the levels of 
literacy demanded by society. 
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It is the case that there is no data, in Australia. on 
the literacy of teachers. However. questions are being 
asked by the general public and by parents of students as 
to whether or not teachers do actually possess adequate 
literacy levels to fulfil their teaching duties. The 
existence of this doubt, however slight. requires that 
the educational fraternity should make every effort to 
ensure that its teachers possess the appropriately high 
level of skills in literacy. The djfficulties of securing 
data from practising teachers are obvious. For example, 
most teachers would be reluctant to participate in the 
testing of their literacy skills as there is the 
possibility that results may indicate deficiencies in 
their ability and could thus be detrimental to their 
teaching career. Even if teachers did agree to being 
tested obtaining a valid sample and testing procedures 
would be difficult due to the wide spread locations of 
teachers throughout the state. The only time in a 
teacher's career ·when data are readily available is at 
recruitment and during training. Thus. one place is to 
begin with an examination of recruitlng practices in the 
teacher training faculties of the State's tertiary 
institutions. 
In their recruitment. employers and tertiary institutions 
place almost total reliance on Tertiary Entrance 
Examination 
capabilities. 
(T.E.E.) scores to indicate a person's 
This is especially so for tertiary 
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institutions. For those institutions considering recent 
school leavers for their courses, the T.E.E. aggregate 
score is used as a marking device which, they assume, 
predicts the probable subsequent tertiary performance of 
students recruited on the basis of it. 
In the case of .students entering the education faculties 
of the local tertiary institutions, The University of 
Western Australia. CURTIN University of Technology, 
Murdoch University and Edith Cowan University, the T.E.E. 
score must include a pass in English or English 
Literature. A pass in either of these subjects is 
assumed to indicate that the student has sufficient 
literacy skills to cope with the demands and expectations 
of tertiary education and beyond. 
It is most important that students entering into the area 
of teaching possess high levels of literacy. In preparing 
students to become teachers, the teacher training course 
expects its underg·raduates to demonstrate high levels of 
literacy including oral and written language. It is of 
great 
possess 
models 
importance that students graduating as teachers 
high levels of literacy as these people become 
to the students entrusted to them. Modelling is 
one way in which students learn especially in the areas 
of oral and written language. It is extremely important 
that teachers model the correct information. If teachers 
are modelling incorrect literacy skills then it is highly 
likely that their students will also adopt the incorrect 
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skills. It is therefore important that teachers at all 
levels of education are modelling high levels of literacy 
skills. 
Teachers are expected to have significantly higher levels 
of literacy than most other adults as they must teach 
others literacy skills and act as good models. as 
mentioned above. Throughout the teacher training course 
little time is devoted to the teaching or upgrading of 
1 i teracy skills. It is assumed that students entering 
into the teacher training course already possess the high 
level of.liteJ.ftacy skills required of a student during the 
course and of a practising teacher. This assumption is· 
based on the fact that the student achieved a pass mark 
in the T.E.E. English or English Literature examination. 
If the examination is a good indicator of a student's 
literacy ability then there is a good chance that he or 
she will meet the literacy requirements of the teacher 
training course and will meet the expectations for a 
practising teacher as far as literacy levels are 
concerned. However. if the examination is not an adequate 
indicator of literacy ability then it may be possible for 
some students to struggle through teacher training and 
become teachers who possess inadequate levels of literacy 
for their professional position. Therefore. it becomes 
crucial that a pass in T.E.E. English or English 
Literature does truly represent a high level of 
competence in the various facets of literacy. 
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Statement of the Problem 
As stated previously the score achieved by students in 
T.E.E. English or English Literature is assumed to 
adequately measure their literacy standards. That 
students progress through undergraduate courses and join 
a profession which may still be susceptible to the 
accusation that some of its members do not possess 
adequate literacy standards, is a problem demanding 
investigation. In essence, the problem which is proposed 
for investigation in this study, is the possibility that. 
even with a pass in T.E.E. English or its equivalent, 
some undergraduate education students may not possess 
adequate levels of literacy to function as competent 
teachers. Expressed in another way, the problem is to 
evaluate the ability of the T.E.E. assessment in English 
to identify those students who have adequate literacy 
skills to fulfil their intended role as educators. 
The Purpose of the Study· 
The possibility that teacher education students of 
doubtful literacy competence are presently being 
recruited is ample motivation for conducting this study, 
which examines the relationship between students' scores 
in T.E.E. English or English Literature and their 
performance on standardized tests of comprehension. 
language usage and the writing of the sorts of discourse 
required in their education course and, subsequently. in 
the discharge of their duties as teachers. 
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This study was specifically planned to examine the 
literacy standards of entering first year education 
students of the Edith Cowan University at the Mount 
Lawley Campus. and to relate these to the English 
component of the T.E.E. aggregate score on the basis of 
Which they gained admission to the Bachelor of Arts 
{Primary Education) course. The results of the study will 
assist in indicating whether these students, soon to be 
teachers. currently possess the literacy levels required 
of practising teachers. 
Definition of Terms 
The Tertiary Entrance 
EXaminations taken by students at 
the end of year twelve to assess 
their knowledge and skills in 
various Tertiary Entrance Score 
Subjects studied in year eleven 
and/or twelve. 
The Secondary Education 
Authority, a statutory body, 
responsible for approval of 
secondary education courses, the 
moderation of results, the 
conducting of the Tertiary 
Entrance Examinations~ and the 
certification of student 
achievement in secondary 
education. 
The Australian Scholastic 
Aptitude Test or Scaling Test is 
a general abilities test 
consisting of 100 multiple choice 
questions to be completed in 
three hours. Results of the test 
are used to scale marks between 
subjects so they are comparable 
and can be aggregated for 
tertiary admission purposes. 
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ENGSCORES, 
----- "-- ---...:. ....... 
The score obtained by a student 
in the Tertiary Entrance 
Examination for the subject of 
Eng! ish. 
The Australian Council for 
Educational Research. 
CO-OPERATIVE READING COMPREHENSION TEST - FORM y, 
A standardized reading 
comprehension test devised by the 
ACER for undergraduates, testing 
their knowledge of vocabulary. 
speed and level of reading 
comprehension and other reading 
skills. It is a series of 
multiple choice questions to be 
answered in a given time. 
ACER ENGLISH SKILLS ASSESSMENT, 
LITERACY, 
A standardized test used 
measure the competencies 
undergraduate students 
vocabulary, comprehension. 
of language and spelling. 
to 
of 
in 
usage 
The ability of a person to 
effectively and efficiently use 
language in written, and oral 
modes to convey or gain meaning. 
Derivation of Hypotheses 
This section outlines how the purpose of the study led 
to the formulation of a research question which was then 
reformulated into testable hypotheses. 
The study was planned to achieve the following specific 
purposes: 
To determine the relationship between a student's TEE 
English score and his/her performance on: 
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a) a standardized test of reading ability; 
b) the sub-·tests of a language ski 11 s test; and 
c) ~written task similar to that required of primary 
teacher education students. 
It was assumed in this study that the tests listed above 
would provide an adequate and accurate indication of the 
student's current literacy ability. These purposes were 
translated into the following research question. 
The Research Question 
The question researched in this study was: 
This 
Are the TEE English scores, achieved by the 
students comprising the 1990 entering cohort to the 
Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education) on the Mount 
Lawley Campus of the Edith Cor.·lan University, closely 
related to their performance on an appropriate 
standardized test of reading abi 1 ity, the sub-tests 
of a language_skills test and a writing task similar 
to that required of undergraduate primary education 
students and primary school teachers? 
research question led to the collection and 
analysis of data relating to student performances on the 
above listed items. 
Hypotheses 
The following hypotheses were generated to permit the 
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statistical evaluation of the significance of the 
relationship between student teachers' scores in TEE 
English (ENGSCORES) and the literacy variables discussed 
in the above section. 
Hypothesis one. There is a positive and significant 
correlation between ENGSCORES and the vocabulary subtest 
of the ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test 
Form Y. 
Hypothesis two. There is a positive and significant 
correlation between ENGSCORES and comprehension subtest 
of the ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test 
Form Y. 
H~y~p~o~t~h~e~s~i~s~-t~h~r~e~e~. There is a positive and significant 
correlation between ENGSCORES and the vocabulary subtest 
of the ACER English Skills Assessment. 
Hypothesis four. There is a positive and significant 
correlation between ENGSCORES and the comprehension 
subtest of the ACER English Skills Assessment. 
Hypothesis five There is a positive and significant 
correlation between ENGSCORES and the score obtained from 
the assessmer,t of a piece of written discourse requiring 
the writer to argue a point of view. 
Significance of the Study 
As indicated in the background statement of this document 
the 1 iteracy skills of school leavers are being 
questioned. At present a pass score in English or English 
Literature is assumed. by tertiary institutions. to 
indicate that a student has adequate literacy skills to 
study at a tertiary level. As there are no formal 
literacy units in courses like the Bachelor of Arts 
(Primary Education) it :ls again assumed. by the tertiary 
-9-
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institutions. that undergraduates entering into this 
course will have the necessary literacy skills to perform 
adequately both in the course and in the professional 
teaching field. 
If the TEE English or English Literature scores do not 
accurately indicate the literacy level of the students 
then it is possible for students to enter into a course 
like the Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education) without the 
necessary literacy skills demanded of the course and in 
the teaching field. If those students pass the course 
with little improvement to their literacy skills. then 
they may enter into the teaching field with insufficient 
ability to teach other students the correct literacy 
skills. This could in turn create poor literacy levels in 
school students. 
Therefore this 
indicate the 
students who. 
have adequate 
study becomes significant as 
literacy level of first year 
according to their TEE English 
literacy skills to take on 
it will 
tertiary 
results, 
tertiary 
studies. As the students in this study intend to become 
teachers it is important. to education standards. that 
they achieve adequate literacy levels. 
If the sample in this study do not achieve the literacy 
levels expected of them then it may be necessary for 
tertiary institutions to revise their method of selecting 
undergraduates into courses like the Bachelor of Arts 
-10-
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(Prin:e.ry Education). It may also be necessary to revise 
some units to include catch up literacy courses. 
This study 
claims that 
therefore becomes significant in analysing 
both school leavers and teachers have poor 
literacy levels. 
Limitatione of the Study 
Discussed below are the factors that should be considered 
when generalizing the findings to be subsequently 
reported in the study. 
1. The sample in this study was only taken from one 
campus. (Edith Cowan University- Mount Lawley 
Campus) and thus may not be a true indication of 
the literacy ability of undergraduates from all 
universities. 
2. There was a population of 222 students in tQis 
study. Only sixty students were selected from the 
population to make up the sample. The size of the 
sample may therefore be a limiting factor as it 
is only about one quarter of the population. 
3. The instruments used in this study may also be 
limiting factors. Both ACER tests were compiled 
several years ago and may contain vocabulary and 
language skills that are not currently 
significant. 
4. The population tested were aware of the study, 
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but were not advised as to how significant their 
efforts would be towards the final analysis and 
conclusions. Insufficient knowledge of the study 
and timing of the testing may have resulted in a 
poor effort from some students and therefore the 
results may not reflect their true capabilities. 
5. Literacy tests were only administered in the 
first year· of the Bachelor of Arts (Primary 
Education) course. Without testing in the third 
(final) year of the course we cannot determine 
whether the students involved may have improved 
their literacy levels incidentally throughout the 
course. If they did improve without formal 
teaching then their ability to teach literacy 
skills may improve. 
6. The newspaper reports referred to in this study 
contributed to the formation of the research 
question as they were thought to reflect public 
views. 
biased 
However. newspaper reporting is 
and may not be a useful tool in 
public opinion. 
-12-
often 
judging 
CHAI'TER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
In modern Australian society there is a heavy reliance on 
the ability to read and write in order to function 
effectively and be able to interpret and contribute to 
the surrounding environment. The ability to read and 
write. often referred to as "1 iteracy". incorporates many 
skills at various levels depending on one's involvement 
in. and contribution towards. society. For example. it is 
essential for those involved in business or education to 
engage higher order literacy skills if they are tO 
participate effectively in their chosen field. It is 
therefore essential that a person is "literate enough" to 
' 
cope with the reading and writing demands of society 
' 
in 
general, and his/her field of study or occupation in 
particular. 
Literacy is a difficult term to define as its ambiguous 
nature has lead to many varied interpretations. For 
example. The Macquarie Dictionary defines literacy as 
"the state of being literate; possession of education " 
(The Macquarie Dictionary. 1981). This is a very broad 
definition and does not state exactly what it is that 
makes a person literate. Literate could mean anything 
from being able to write your name to ~ding able to write 
a ten page essay. Unless a clear and more specific 
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definition of literacy can be formulated, terms like 
"adequate literacy" are virtually meaningless. To 
overcome this problem. the next section is devoted to a 
discussion of definitions of different sorts of literacy 
and is concluded with the definition that is adopted in 
this study. 
Definitions of Literacy 
Literacy has always generated vigorous debate. This is so 
because there is no universal definition of literacy. As 
Resnick and Resnick (cited in Brock. 1990) explain, 
literacy is a "relative -not absolute -term." (p. 27)_. 
Simpson (1990) also describes literacy as, " ... a relative 
concept which encompasses a range of reading and writing 
skills," (p. 9), Despite these broad views of literacy, 
some specific definitions have been composed to describe 
certain aspects of literacy. 
Literacy and Functional Literacy 
One aspect of literacy is referred to as "functional 
literacy". Functional literacy is described as. " ... the 
ability to read and write well enough to accomplish 
simple everyday reading and writing tasks in a particular 
society," (Simpson. 1990, p.9). Resnick and Resnick 
(cited in Brock. 1990) also describe functional literacy 
as being "relative" and thus. changing with society. 
The defjnition of functional literacy can often vary 
-14-
according to the setting in which it is defined. 
Literacy and Basic Literacy 
In the past " ... the abi 1 i ty to read and write one's own 
name ... (Withers, 1989. p. 76) was considered to be a sign 
of literacy. Simpson (1990) calls this "basic literacy". 
Today, basic literacy is a somewhat outdated term as a 
much higher level of literacy is required to comprehend 
and contribute to a modern society. Functional literacy, 
as described previously. has more significance than basic 
literacy. 
UNESCO and Literacy 
This shift from a basic concept of literacy to a more 
complex one is evident in two UNESCO statements. The 
first statement. issued in 1951, described a literate 
person as one, 
and write a 
" ... who can, with understanding, both read 
short, simple statement in his everyday 
life," (cited in Toussaint. 1988, p. 4). This definition· 
was later changed, in 1961, so that a literate person was 
then described as one, " ... who has acquired the essential 
knowledge and skills which enable him(sic) to engage in 
all those activities in which literacy is required for 
effective functioning in his(sic) group and community," 
(cited in Toussaint. 1988, p. 4). This change highlights 
the demands an increasingly complex society places on the 
literacy ability of its members. 
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Society and Literacy 
It is suggested above. that society is a controlling 
fact·or in determining what is an acceptable definition of 
literacy. Each society functions in it own way. with its 
own needs and therefore. creates a context. for which its 
own literacy requirements are determined. As societies 
continually change and develop, so too, do the literacy 
requirements 
definition 
technology 
they place on their members, and thus their 
of literacy. The rapid advancement of 
and 
characteristic of 
accordingly changed 
more complex lifestyles. now 
the Australian society. have 
the nOtion of literacy into a more 
complex one. A literate person, in this modern Australiari 
society, must be able to demonstate a number of complex 
literacy skills, for example reading and comprehending 
various forms of writing and being able to write in 
various forms, if he/she is going to be able to function 
effectively as a member of this society. 
Cultural Literacy 
Effective functioning in society also requires "cultural 
literacy", according to Boomer (1987). Boomer is 
referring to the ability of a people to. " ... read their 
world sensitively and critically. '"(p. 9). Simpson (1990) 
includes "cultural literacy" in her general definition 
of 1 i teracy by stating that 1 i teracy, " ... includes the 
cultural knowledge which enables a speaker. writer or 
reader to recognize and use language appropriate to 
-16-
different social situations." (p. 9). 
Literacy Aft Tbe Integration Of All Lanqu~qe Modes 
One of the most widely used definitions describes 
1 iteracy as, " ... the integration of 1 istening, speaking. 
reading. writing and critical thinking;" Simpson. 1990. 
(p. 9). Therefore. to be able to integrate all language 
modes in every day life, is a good sign of literacy 
ability. 
A Working Definition of LiteracY 
On the basis of the previous discussion. literacy, in the 
context of an Australian society, consists of a person'S 
ability: to effectively and efficiently use language in 
all modes (including written. aural and oral} to convey 
or gain meaning in order to function in society; to 
comprehend and respond appropriately to aspects of the 
surrounding environment (including print and non-print 
forms); and to develop, comment on. and justify his/her 
own thoughts and opinions in an effort to make sense of 
the world and control the direction of his/her life. This 
view of literacy attempts to incorporate other 
definitions of literacy that include basic literacy, 
functional literacy and critical literacy. Overall. it 
can only be considered a guideline as to what might be 
referred to as literacy. As society changes. there may be 
a shift in what is considered to be the important aspects 
of literacy. The definition will also change depending on 
-17-
the specific context in which the term is used. 
Standards of Literacy 
In spite of the continual changes which definitions of 
literacy have undergone. literacy standards have always 
been of great concern to the public. Those concerns have 
been highlighted in newspaper reports (Donaldson, 1990; 
McKimmie. 1990: Mendez. 1990: Brandreth. 1988). and 
research papers (Nightinga 1 e. 1988; Parry. 1989; 
Toussaint. 1988: Wickert. 1989). As Brock (1990) 
explains, " .. it does not matter where you dip into the 
history of education, you will find thunderous roars of 
utter conviction that standards are now worse than they 
were a generation ago," (p. 21). Brock goes on to say 
that. " .. literacy has been declining since it was 
invented." (p.21) According to Brock. the claims that 
literacy standards have declined, are exaggerated 
statements induced by those who believe that literacy 
standards are never of the level required for effective 
functioning in society. 
There is considerable disagreement with Brock's view 
(Wickert. 1989: Parry. 1989: Nightingale: 1988). These 
researchers believe there are problems with the literacy 
standards of individuals in society today. That there may 
indeed be problems is also reflected in reports that have 
appeared in the press. Some of these problems are 
discussed below. 
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Literacy After TEE 
The' public concern for adequate literacy levels in 
individuals in our society has no doubt been influenced 
by various media reports on the topic. One newspaper 
reported 
said, " 
a statement from an army enlistment officer who 
the number of recruits under twenty one being 
rejected because of poor literacy and comprehension 
skills has risen 150 per cent in the past five years," 
( 11 The West Austra 1 ian". Apri 1 21, 1990) . In other words, 
the proportion of recruits scoring poorly in the test 
compared to those scoring well, was showing a marked 
increase. According to the enlistment officer, the 
literacy test, taken by the recruits. was developed at 
year nine 
passed TEE 
level. All those who attempted the 
English. Should this claim be 
test had 
accurate, 
serious doubts 1-rould be placed on the effectiveness of 
secondary English as a method of developing literacy, and 
of the ability of the TEE English score to reflect 
literacy ability. However, like many other media reports, 
the statement is not substantiated with further evidence 
and thus conclusions cannot be drawn from it. 
Adult Liter§CY In Australia 
Donaldson (1990) cited a recent survey on adult literacy 
by Wickert. Donaldson reported that one in ten 
Australians over the age of fifteen do not read well 
enough or at all. From a survey of over 1500 Austrnlians. 
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half were unable to identify the correct dosage from a 
medicine bottle label. Twelve per cent were reported as 
being incapable of finding a specific intersection on a 
street map. However, definitive conclusions cannot be 
drawn from 
fragments out 
this report as it only utilised small 
of the context of the larger study. The 
report also failed to indicate how many of those tested 
were migrants or how many actually went through the 
school system and completed T.E.E. English. But the 
report brings to light some of the literacy capabilities, 
or incapabilities, of young Australians, some of whom may 
have gone through the education system but still do not 
possess the literacy skills expected of them at this time 
in their educational life. 
The nation wide survey conducted by Wickert in 1987, was 
titled "No Single Measure". It was the first report of 
its kind to be conducted in Australia, and was based on a 
similar American survey on adult literacy. Data were 
collected through interviews that often required 
participants to complete simulated literacy tasks. If the 
subject had been taught adequate literacy skills 
throughout his/her education then many of the tasks set 
would have been easily achieved. 
The study viewed literacy as. " ... the application of 
specific skills. for specific purposes, in specific 
contexts," (Wickert. 1990, p.24). The report also 
identified three dimensions to literacy: 
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1. Document Literacy: This involved the ability of 
the individual to identify and use information in 
' documents (e.g., forms and memoranda). 
2. Prose Literacy: This involved the ability of 
the individual to read and interpret prose (e.g .. 
books and newspapers). 
3. Quantitative Literacy: This referred to the 
ability of the individual to apply numerical 
operations to data contained in a simple text (e.g., 
menu} . 
Wickert believed that this was an appropriate and 
relevant way to assess literacy in adults. Some of her 
findings are listed below: 
1. Most Australians could perform straightforward 
literacy tasks with only a small number completing 
tasks of moderate complexity in all three 
dimensions. 
2. The qualitative dimension was t~e lowest 
scoring with 10% of the sample failing to achieve 
at all. 
3. Those adults having the greatest difficulty with 
the more complex literacy tasks tended to be older 
with an unskilled occupation and/or family and had 
less access to literature in the home. 
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4. One per cent of the sample scored too low on the 
initial literacy tasks to continue the survey. More 
than half of this 1% included subjects from English 
speaking backgrounds. 
Wickert (1990) later states that, "The best predictor of 
current literacy performance is the current level of 
literacy activity," (p. 27). Here Wickert is implying 
that the more involved a person is in literacy tasks, the 
more competent he/she becomes in general literacy 
performance. This is a significant point as it may 
suggest that certain literacy skills. used in tertiary 
studies, may improve the more the student has to use 
them. 
This research completed by Wickert did not set out to 
prove that Australia had a literacy problem, but instead 
was aimed at identifying the incidence of literacy 
difficulties in the Australian adPlt population: the 
nature of the literacy difficulties; the socio-cultural 
factors associated with the difficulties: and the needs 
in terms of literacy programmes for adults. 
Wickert's research, therefore, dealt exclusively with the 
literacy of Australian adults. The focus of this study 
is also the literacy of adults but the students comprise 
a different group. Wickert's research could be very 
useful to this study if she could determine the 
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educational background of the adults involved (e.g .. 
identify those who had completed T.E.E. English). Since 
this study was designed to examine the literacy 
performance of first year education students, it is 
essential to look at the work done in literacy in year 
twelve of secondary school because this is the syllabus 
that has been developed to endow future tertiary students 
with adequate literacy skills. 
Literacy In Year Twelve 
Year 'i'welve Eng! ish 
Year twelve English is a course designed to prepare 
secondary studen:s for tertiary study. The course 
emphasizes. " .. the development of critical and analytical 
thinking, such as demanded in tertiary study," (Year 
Twelve Syllabus Manual. 1990. p. 119). 
The "General Aims" of the year twelve English course are 
as follows: 
The course is designed to enable students t''o _. 
* Jearn and use the language forms and . conventions 
used in schooling and in the world beyond school. 
* use English as a medium for learning and personal 
growth. 
* learn about. 
awareness of. 
Australia. 
share in. and 
the language 
develop a critical 
and cultures of 
* understand how structure::.·. patterns and audience 
expectations influence language and meaning. 
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(The Year Twelve Syllabus Manual, 1990, p. 119) 
At the end of the year twelve English course the students 
are also expected to demonstrate a number of educational 
objectives that are categorized into process objectives 
and text objectives. Process objectives refer to the 
general language development of the students. They 
require students to demonstrate their ability to: write 
and speak Australian standard English; understand and use 
a wide vocabulary; shape their writing for an audience 
and purpose; identify characteristics of a text such as 
theme and arguments; develop a critical understanding of 
their reading; and demonstrate an understanding and 
control of textual elements. For further details on 
process objectives refer to Table 2 in Appendix A. 
Text objectives refer to the content of the course. They 
require students to demonstrate development of 
comprehension 
non-fiction 
and composing 
texts such 
newspaper/magazine articles. 
skills in relation to 
as expositions and 
literature. including 
novels. short stories and drama. and non-print items such 
as documentaries and films. Tables 2 and 3 in Appendix A 
describe the various comprehension and composing skills 
expected from the students at the completion of the year 
twelve English course. 
It is expected that when students successfully complete 
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year twelve English or English Literature. they will have 
sufficient competence in various literacy skills to be 
able to continue on to tertiary studies and meet the 
literacy requirements demanded of them there. 
:bevels of l-iteracy in Secondary School 
Mossenson and Werner (1985), in a report on raising 
literacy standards in schools, believe that secondary 
students must reach an advanced level of literacy if they 
are to meet the demands of tertiary study. The advanced 
level is the top level on a three level scale they 
developed to describe the varying degrees of literacy. 
Level one. the basic or foundation level. is used to 
describe t"nqse students who have sufficient 1 i teracy 
skills to function effectively in a small group or 
community. It is expected that students of year ten level 
and above should achieve this level. Level two, the 
intermediate or graduation level, refers to students who 
have a .literacy ability that enables them to. " ... cope 
successfully with the ever-increasing demands of society 
for developed language and communication skills". It is 
expected that students completing year twelve should 
achieve this level of literacy. The third level is the 
further studies or advanced level. Mossenson and Werner 
believe students should achieve this more advanced level 
of literacy as a prerequisite for further study. The 
exact skills involved in this level of literacy are 
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described in Table 2 in Appendix A. A majority of the 
skills directly relate to those skills described in the 
yea.r twelve English syllabus as can be seen in Table 2 
of Appendix A. For example, The English syllabus 
explains how students should be able to make meaning from 
a whole variety of texts, which is similar to the Level 3 
Literacy description explaining how people should be able 
to comprehend many complex texts. Both descriptions also 
explain that people should be able to write appropriately 
for given audiences. Therefore, the similarities in the 
descriptions could be an indication that Mossenson and 
Werner support many of the Year twelve objectives in TEE 
English and agree that achieving these would be a 
prerequisites for tertiary study. Theoretically. if 
students can achieve all of the objectives in Table 2 of 
Appendix A they should have the necessary literacy skills 
to achieve in their tertiary education and beyond. So, 
if the students pass in TEE English, provided the 
assessment tests -all those objectives in Table 2 of 
Appendix A, then they should have the literacy skills 
required for tertiary education and beyond. 
Literacy Requirements For Tertiary EntrAnce 
Although the ideas of Mossenson and Werner appear to have 
potential. the Ministry of Education has not yet 
considered their notion of advanced literacy as an 
essential prerequisite for tertiary studies. The Ministry 
does however. see the need to ensure that all students 
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accepted into tertiary courses have a level of literacy 
that is sufficient to cope with tertiary literacy 
requirements. The Beasley and McGraw reports both 
recommend that along with meeting subject requirements 
for tertiary entrance. students must also demonstrate a 
satisfactory level of performance in literacy. Toussaint 
quotes from a recommendation from Beasley that states 
" ... explicit definitions of adequate performance in the 
:range of necessary skills ... be developed, test materials 
be developed to facilitate schools' assessment of their 
students' perfonnance 1 eve ls." (Toussaint, 1988, p. 3) . 
Toussaint goes on to explain that developing a valid and 
reliable means of testing the specific literacy 
performance of possible tertiary entrants takes much time 
and effort. Therefore. it was decided that. " ... an 
interim measure. year twelve English, be adopted as a 
measure ot' literacy". The recommendation by Beasley and 
update by Andrich is written as follows, "That the 
literacy requirements for tertiary entrance be satisfied 
by a pass in (TEE) English or English Literature," 
(Andrich, 1989, p. xiv). 
Ibe IEE Enalish Or Engli@h Literature Score 
The English score is calculated using a number of 
assessment details. 
1. The school assessment requires the teacher to collect 
information on a student's performance over the year. The 
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information is summarized and submitted to the SEA 
(Secondary Education Authority) in a letter grade and 
numerical form. 
2. The second assessment is the external examination. The 
examination paper is marked and given a raw score out of 
100. 
3. The scaling test or Australian Scholastic Aptitude 
Test (ASAT) is the final assessment completed by the 
student. This mark enables the SEA to compare the 
abilities of different groups taking different subjects. 
The distribution of abilities can be determined from this 
test. 
4. The student's raw examination mark is then 
adjusted accordingly, to compensate for any unfairness 
that may result from variations in difficulty of various 
examinations. 
5. A school assessment mark is then calculated to 
compensate for individual differences in teachers' 
assessment procedures. 
6. Further adjustment in the form of scaling occurs to 
ensure that students are not unfairly advantaged or 
disadvantaged by their choice of TEE subjects. 
7. The final score obtained for English. and similarly 
any other TEE subject, is a standardised. 
scaled score that. in theory. should reflect 
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moderated. 
the true 
ability of the student in that subject. 
It is clear then, that the TEE English or English 
Literature score would be a useful assessment tool due to 
its statewide validity and extreme care taken to account 
for variables that may influence its result. Because the 
score is ·standardised, all students with equivalent 
English or English Literature scores can be considered on 
the same level. 
Although the TEE English or English Literature score may 
be a convenient way to identify those students who are 
achieving an acceptable standard in the subject. it still 
remains questionable whether the score indicates a 
standard of literacy that will be sufficient for tertiary 
studies. Therefore it becomes questionable whether the 
TEE English or equivalent score is a true indicator of a 
student's literacy ability. That is, does a high score 
in TEE English ·indicate that the students has a high 
level of literacy. 
Tertiary Ljteracy 
Prerequisite To Tertiary Studies 
Students are said to be sufficiently literate for 
tertiary studies if they have obtained a pass mark in TEE 
English or English Literature. These students have 
therefore. supposedly attained the literacy skills 
mentioned in the year twelve syllabus. If this is the 
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case. then the students should be very well prepared for 
the literacy demands of tertiary study. Although there 
are no set criteria as to what makes a tertiary student 
literate. the skills set out in Table 2 of Appendix A 
are those commonly required in a tertiary course. These 
skills, identified by McEvedy (1985; 1990), are closely 
linked with those listed in the year twelve syllabus. 
This being the case, then those students scoring a pass 
mark or better in TEE English or its equivalent should 
difficulties in their course work. 
titerocy and Tertiary Education Students 
Yet another media article on adult literacy was reported 
in The West Australian in 1988. The article, by 
Brandreth. reported on another literacy survey dealing 
with students entering the Diploma of Education course at 
the University of Western Australia. The students were 
given a basic literacy test three weeks into their first 
semester.. Forty per cent of the students failed. with 
most errors in spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
Scriven. (cited in Brandreth, 1988) who was an academic 
at UWA at the time, claimed that these results would be 
reflected in all Australian universities. He also 
suggested that literacy testing be compulsory for all 
secondary students at year ten level and above. Scriven 
quotes, "The Beazley committee made recommendations on 
implementing literacy testing in secondary school, but 
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the Education 
nothing about 
Ministry lost its nerve and has done 
it." (quoted in Brandreth. 1988, p. 3). So 
much' public concern was generated from these results that 
an article was published in the following West Australian 
(May 4. 1988). The report questioned the adequacy of the 
language programmes within schools. It also suggested 
that. " ... many teachers are taking their poor skills back 
into the classrooms and passing them on, like a virus. to 
following generations." ("The West Austral ian", 1988) . 
Although no survey has formally been conducted to 
indicate the literacy capabilities of teachers in the 
field, there 11ave been several studies that have tested 
the literacy ability of their students often in an 
attempt to determine the effectiveness of the teacher. 
Power, in an article assessing the effectiveness of 
secondary schooling, relates student learning outcomes to 
teacher effectiveness. He refers to a study where over 
10 000 ten and fourteen year olds throughout 
were tested for basic literacy skills in 
testing was repeated in 1980. Results 
Australia. 
1975. The 
showed a 
significant number of students failed to reach what the 
survey defined as adequate standards of literacy and 
numeracy. Power also described a quote by employers 
stating that. " .. a disturbingly high proportion of school 
leavers had not achieved the standards of literacy and 
numeracy that would enable them to make a satisfactory 
transition from school to work or further study,"(Power. 
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1989. p. 53). In this article, Power is adding to the 
speculation that some teachers may not be effectively 
teaching literacy skills to their students. This could 
be that the method the teachers are using to teach 
literacy skills is inappropriate, or that the teachers 
themselves do not possess a high level of literacy to be 
able to teach the skills. Articles like Power's 
support the purpose of this study, to investigate the 
literacy skills of potential teachers. 
The Literacy Performance of Fir~t Year Education Students 
A recent survey by Holbrook (1989), investigated the 
literacy skills of a sample of first year education 
students at the University of Newcastle. The study 
required 
literacy 
the students to complete a standardised test on 
skills (the English Skills Assessment), and 
compose a narrative essay. The results showed that a high 
percentage of errors in both the ESA and the written 
component, were · related to punctuation. Sentence 
structure errors, particularly confused syntax, also 
proved to be quite common. Usage, including verb tense 
and idiomatic prepositions was another common source of 
error. These relatively simple sources of error raise 
serious doubt as to the literacy ability of these 
education students who hope to educate others in the 
future. Although these students will probably improve 
their literacy standards throughout their tertiarty 
course, doubt is still raised as to whether they will 
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have a high enough standard of literacy to be able to 
educate others in this topic. 
Holbrook's study (1989). is only one of many reports that 
question the literacy ability of tertiary students. Of 
particualar concern is the literacy ability of those 
students in the education field who will be passing. on 
information to the future generations of this nation. 
Should the information they pass on be incorrect then the 
effects could be devastating. 
One way to prevent this problem from occu.ring is to 
ensure that those entering into a teacher education 
course begin with a relatively high level of literacy, At 
present. a person's level of literacy is officially 
determined by his/her mark in TEE English or English 
Literature. As mentioned previously. a pass in TEE 
English or it£ equivalent should indicate a reasonable 
standard of literacy. However, reports have clouded this 
method of judging literacy ability with doubt. Thus. it 
is timely that the ability of the TEE English score to 
predict tertiary performance on literacy related tasks, 
should be investigated. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
METHODOLOGY 
Overview of the Design of the Study 
The Subjects 
The population in this study was the 1990 total first 
year intake to the Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education) 
on the Mount Lawley Cam?US of Edith Cowan University. All 
the students in this population were ranked on the basis 
of their TEE score in English (ENGSCORES). The population 
was then divided into three equal sub-groups: 
1. High ENGSCORES 
2. Average ENGSCORES 
3. Low ENGSCORES 
The actual ENGSCORES constituting the boundaries between 
the three groups were determined by the distribution of 
scores. Due to variation in particular assessment, those 
students who gained entrance to a tertiary institution 
on an English Literature score and not an ENGSCORES were 
considered separately. As only one subject entered the 
institution solely on an English Literature score, that 
subject was excluded from the study as the :result would 
be insignificant. 
The sample of subjects investigated in this study were 
drawn, in equal numbers. from the subgroupings described 
above for ENGSCORES. Twenty subjects were drawn from 
each subgroup. The top twenty students in the High 
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ENGSCORES group comprised the sample of HIGH ENGSCORE 
students. The twenty students in the middle of the 
Average ENGSCORES group comprised the sample of AVERAGE 
ENGSCORE students. The twenty students at the bottom of 
the Low ENGSCORE group comprise the sample of LOW 
ENGSCORE students. 
Thus, the sample in this study comprised of sixty 
subjects allocated to three subgroups, each made up of 
twenty subjects. 
Instruments 
Tertiary Entrance Examination. The Tertiary Entrance 
Examinations in English and English Literature seek to 
determine if the student has acquired the literacy skills 
appropriate to and required by the course (see 
Table 3 Appendix Al. The TEE English score is assumed, by 
tertiary 
ability. 
required 
level of 
institutions, to indicate a student's 1 iteracy 
The English Examination results in the TEE were 
in this study to determine the assumed literacy 
the sample entering into the Bachelor of Arts 
(Primary Education} . 
ACER Eoqlish Skills Assessment. The ACER (Australian 
Council for Education Research) English Skills Assessment 
Test is a standardised test used to measure the 
competencies of the students in the areas of vocabulary. 
comprehension, usage of language and spelling. The test 
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had a total mark of 188. Marks were given for each 
section as listed below: 
Spelling 40 
Punctuation 40 
Comprehension 1 15 
Comprehension 2 15 
Usage 20 
Vocabulary 20 
Sentence Structure 18 
Logical Relations 20 
Results of this test were required in this study to 
ascertain the level of competence the sample of students 
had in the areas of literacy described. 
Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y. A 
second standardised test. the Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension Test- Form Y (see Appendix B), was also 
used to measure the vocabulary and comprehension 
abilities of the reader. The test was divided into two 
parts with a total of 150 questions with multiple choice 
answers. Part 1 tested knowledge of vocabulary. It had 
sixty questions to be answered in fifteen minutes. Part 2 
tested r.eading comprehension. Ninety questions were to be 
answered in twenty five minutes. 
This test was used to complement the results from the 
ACER "English Skills Assessment" test because it is a 
more appropriate test for tertiary students. 
Sample of piseourse. A hypothetical proposal (see 
Appendix C was also presented to the students to 
critically evaluate in order to generate a piece of 
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discourse that could be evaluated by the researcher. The 
proposal was deliberately based on a topic that all 
students would have some knowledge of. 
Design and Procedure 
All students in the entering cohort of the Bachelor of 
Arts (Primary Education) admitted to the programme 
offered on the Mount Lawley Campus of the Edith Cowan 
University have previously completed their TEE or 
equivalent. These results were available to the 
researcher under strict conditions of confidentiality. 
All students, who comprised the sample described above, 
had completed the subtests of the ACER Test of Language 
Skills. This test was administered during lecture time, 
by the Language Arts Department staff at the Mount Lawley 
Campus of the Edith Cowan University when the students 
first entered the Bachelor of Arts (Education) course in 
February of 1990. Correct administration procedures were 
followed by the lecturers. 
Most students. completing the test, would have completed 
TEE English in the previous year and would now be turning 
18. The results of the test. calculated by the staff 
concerned, were made available to the researcher by the 
Language Arts Department. 
The sample of students. described above, also completed 
the subtests of the. Co-operative Reading Comprehension 
Test - Form Y in one of the periods devoted to the study 
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of Communications Education in the first year programme 
of the Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education), under the 
instruction of the researcher. This test was 
administered in August 1990 under the strict time and 
procedural guidelines outlined in the ACER Manual for the 
Co-Operative Reading Comprehension Test- Form Y (1982). 
In order to generate the data required for the sample of 
discourse 
required 
period 
on argumentative writing, each subject 
to write on a specified topic during the 
of Communications Education used for 
was 
same 
the 
administration of the Co-operative Reading Comprehension 
Test- Form Y. 
Scoring of the Test Instruments 
The ACER English Skills Assessment subtests were scored 
according to the manual accompanying the standardised 
test. Each subtest was given a score by the lecturer who 
administered the·test. These results were then passed on 
to the researcher. who converted the relevant subtests to 
percentages for the purpose of the analysis. 
The ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
was scored according to its accompanying manual. Each 
score was scaled. Both subtest scaled scores were then 
used in the analysis. 
The written discourse was scored by the experimenter on 
the dimensions of technical considerations. discourse 
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considerations and structural considerations (See 
Appendix D). Two independent raters were engaged to check 
the ratings assigned by the experimenter to a sample of 
ten texts randomly selected from the subjects comprising 
the experimental sample. In this way interrater 
reliability was investigated and calculated at 90% 
agreement. 
As the score for the discourse was out of one hundred it 
could be directly compared to the above standardised 
tests. 
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
This chapter provides data on the correlations of 
ENGSCORES and the scores obtained in the test 
instruments described in Chapter Three. 
The Scores Obtained On The Test Instruments 
Table 1 below. shows the scores obtained on the test 
instruments described in Chapter Three. They are the 
scores obtained by students on the TEE English 
Examination, Subtests of the ACER Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension Test Form Y, the ACER English Skills 
Assessment subtests and the scores obtained on the 
Persuasive Discourse Written Essay. 
TABLE 1 
Scores From the TEE English Examination. Subtests of the 
ACER Co-operative Reading Comorehension Test - Form Y. 
the ACER English ·Skills Assessment. and the Persuasive 
Discourse Written Essay 
;co operative Eng! ish Ski lis 
:Reading-Form y Assessment 
SUBJECT TEE ENG: VOCAB COMPR. VOCAB COMPR. WRITTEN 
DISCOUR. 
1 80.6 54 57 90 83 66 
2 80,3 64 64 90 93 83 
3 79.8 66 63 100 96 81 
4 78.1 56 59 75 86 73 
5 77.3 57 58 80 90 86 
6 76 57 50 75 80 66 
7 73.4 54 59 60 90 59 
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TABLE 1 
Scores From the TEE English Examination. Subteste of the 
ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y. 
the ACER English Skills Assessment, and the Persuasive 
Discourse Written Essa¥ 
:co operative English Skills\ 
:Reading-Form Y Assessment 
SUBJECT TEE ENG: VOCAB COMPR. : VOCAB COMPR. WRITTEN 
DISCOUR. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
72.6 
71.9 
71.9 
70.7 
70.2 
69.8 
69.2 
68.7 
68.3 
67.9 
67.1 
66.7 
66.7 
62.4 
62.1 
62.1 
61.9 
61.5 
61.2 
61.1 
60.5 
60.3 
60.3 
60.2 
60.2 
60.1 
60.1 
60 
60 
59.3 
59 
58.8 
58.4 
54.2 
53.9 
53.5 
53.4 
53.3 
53.2 
54 
60 
62 
66 
56 
53 
75 
60 
53 
57 
56 
58 
61 
61 
47 
50 
50 
52 
52 
50 
55 
52 
50 
54 
54 
47 
54 
53 
50 
47 
56 
51 
52 
39 
50 
52 
49 
52 
55 
53 
53 
60 
60 
60 
54 
64 
62 
51 
50 
54 
59 
43 
53 
50 
50 
55 
75 
55 
51 
51 
49 
45 
55 
49 
43 
59 
59 
57 
44 
49 
50 
44 
41 
47 
53 
55 
43 
46 
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65 
70 
so 
95 
95 
90 
100 
80 
75 
80 
so 
75 
75 
90 
55 
55 
90 
70 
75 
85 
75 
70 
50 
70 
65 
60 
so 
65 
70 
55 
60 
55 
so 
60 
70 
75 
70 
55 
60 
80 
70 
70 
87 
73 
83 
93 
73 
80 
73 
80 
83 
so 
77 
50 
73 
57 
90 
80 
60 
53 
57 
50 
57 
90 
47 
83 
60 
60 
53 
73 
63 
53 
70 
53 
80 
67 
80 
47 
62 
48 
41 
72 
72 
53 
62 
59 
52 
56 
57 
46 
41 
59 
76 
56 
67 
56 
72 
55 
56 
75 
51 
48 
72 
58 
41 
60 
78 
58 
40 
66 
70 
51 
56 
56 
65 
76 
65 
TABLE l 
Scores From the TEE English Examination. Subtests of the 
~CER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Teet - Form Y. 
the ACER English Skills Assessment, and the Persuasive 
Discourse Written Essay 
:co operative English Skills: 
:Reading-Form y Assessment 
SUB.JECT TEE ENG: VOCAB COMPR.: VOCAB COMPR.: WRITTEN 
:DISCOUR. 
47 53.2 58 58 80 87 60 
48 53 51 53 40 47 70 
49 52.9 50 49 60 53 68 
50 52.6 49 54 55 70 51 
51 52.6 51 44 70 77 72 
52 50.1 45 44 70 16 41 
53 49.9 48 51 55 60 43 
54 49.5 52 50 55 67 32 
55 48.1 45 48 50 43 68 
56 47.9 54 70 85 87 44 
57 47.7 47 40 55 57 37 
58 46.4 50 53 55 63 52 
59 45.7 49 50 60 80 41 
60 44.9 50 48 55 70 42 
The Pearson r Analysis 
Table 2, overleaf. outlines the final statistical data 
obtained using the Pearson r formula to correlate the 
TEE ENGSCORES and the scores obtained on the test 
instruments used in this study. 
See overleaf for Table 2. 
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TABLE 2 
The Pearson r Analysis of the TEE ENGSCORES and the 
Scores Obtained on Various English Skills Assessments 
Test Instruments Pearson r 
ENGSCORE and the vocab. 
subtest of the ACER 
Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension- Form Y 0.62 
ENGSCORE and the 
comprehension subtest 
of the ACER Co-operat-
ive Reading Comprehen-
sion - Form Y 0.43 
ENGSCORE and the vocab.' 
subtest of the English 
Skills Assessment 0.60 
ENGSCORE and the 
comprehension subtest 
of the English Skills 
Assessment 
ENGSCORE and the score 
from written discourse 
Hyoothesis One 
0.51 
0.41 
p 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
2 
r 
38% 
18% 
36% 
26% 
17% 
T.here is a positive 
ENGSCORES and the 
Co-operative Reading 
and significant correlation between 
vocabulary subtest of the ACER 
comprehension Test - Form Y. 
According to Table 2, a positive and significant 
correlation exists between ENGSCORES and the vocabulary 
subtest of the ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension 
Test -Form Y ( r- 0.62, p = 0.001). The hypothesis was 
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supported. A correlation coefficient of 0.62 (Gay, 1985, 
p.233) considered adequate for making group predictions. 
Therefore. the TEE English score can be considered an 
appropriate predictor of scores obtained in the 
vocabulary subtest of the ACER Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension ~est- Form Y. Thus, a student with a high 
TEE English score is probably going to obtain a high 
score in the vocabulary subtest of the ACER Co-operative 
Reading Comyrehension Test -Form Y. However, the common 
variance for these two sets of scores is calculated at 
38% which may place some doubt on the predictive ability 
of the correlation coefficient. 
Hypothesis Two 
There is a positJ·ve a.nd significant correlation between,-
ENGSCORES and comprehension subtest of the ACER 
Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y. 
The result of the analysis of the association between 
ENGSCORES and the scores obtained in the comprehension 
subtest of the ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension 
Test Form Y is positive and statistically significant 
( r ~ 0.43, p = 0.001}. Therefore the hypothesis was 
supported. However. a coefficient of 0.43 is of little 
value for prediction purposes (Gay, 1985, p. 233) since 
the common variance is only 18%. Put another way, 
although the coefficient is positive and significant its 
predictive ability is unreliable as the common variance 
is so low. This means the student may have a high TEE 
English score but may not achieve such a high score in 
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the comprehension subtest of the ACER Co-operative 
Reading Comprehension Test -Form Y. 
Hypothesis Ibree 
There is a positive and significant correlation between 
ENGSCORES and the comprehension subtest of the ACER 
English Skills Assessment. 
The result of the analysis of the association between 
ENGSCORES and the scores obtained on the vocabulary 
subtest of the ACER English Skills Assessment is positive 
and highly significant ( r = 0.60. p = 0.001). Therefore 
hypothesis three was supported. As in hypothesis one. the 
coefficient 0.60 can be considered adequate for making 
group predictions. However, the reliability of the 
prediction is reduced as the common variance is only 36%. 
It may be the case that a student who scores well in the 
TEE English Exam will also score well in the vocabulary 
subtest of the ACER English Skills Assessment, but due to 
the low common variance this cannot be guaranteed. 
HYpothesis Four 
There is a positive and significant correlation between 
ENGSCORES and the comprehension subtest of the ACER 
English Ski 11 s Assessment. 
The result of the analysis of the association between 
ENGSCORES and the scores obtained on the comprehension 
subtest of the ACER English Skills Assessment is 
positive and statistically significant ( r = 0.51. p = 
0.001). This result indicates that the hypothesis was 
supported. A coefficient 0.51 is a reasonable score to 
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base predictions on, but when expressed as common 
variance of 26% it is too low to assume that the TEE 
English score can predict the variance of the 
comprehension subtest of the ACER English Ski !Is 
Assessment. 
Hypothesis Five 
There is a positive and significant correlation between 
ENGSCORES and the score obtained from the assessment of a 
piece of written discourse requiring the writer to argue 
a point of view. 
The result of the analysis of the association between 
ENGSCORES and the scores obtained from the assessment of 
a piece of written discourse was positive and 
statistically significant ( r ~ 0.41, p- 0.001). The 
hypothesis was supported. Although 0.41 represents a 
positive and significant relationship its common variance 
is only 17%. This is very low and any prediction from 
the results of the relationship between the above two 
sets of scores would probably be unreliable. 
Summary of the Analysis of Results 
From the above results it is fair to say that all 
hypotheses have been supported. However, only a small 
percentage of the variance in all measures is predicted 
by the TEE English score. The TEE English score is 
therefore a significant predictor of other literacy tests 
as all results were positive and significant. However 
with such low variance calculated the relevance of the 
TEE in predicting literacy ability is questionable. 
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The results are limited in that only certain facets of 
literacy have been measured. However, the content of the 
ACER assessments, along with the discourse activity, test 
the literacy skills assumed to be taught throughout the 
Year 12 English course and later tested in the TEE 
English. Table 1 details the literacy skills expected of 
students at the end of year 12. A majority of these 
skills were tested in the ACER and discourse assessments. 
This may indicate that although the TEE English is a 
significant predictor, 
literacy ability. 
it may not 
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fully measure 
This 
T.E.E. 
CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 
study was concerned with the ability of the 
English Examination to predict the literacy 
standards of students entering into the Bachelor of Arts 
(Primary Education) . It has been previously acknowledged 
in this study that student teachers require high literacy 
standards if they are to fulfil their duties as teachers 
upon entering their chosen field. As stated in Chapter 
One, no formal literacy courses are available during the 
Bachelor of Arts (Primary Education) course and therefore 
it is extremely beneficial if students already possess 
high literacy levels upon entering the tertiary 
institution. It is possible for st....:dents to improve their 
literacy levels incidentallY throughout the course, but 
this improvement cannot be guaranteed. Therefore Tertiary 
institutions assume that these students have the required 
literacy levels if· they are able to pass, or achieve the 
equivalent of a pass, in the T.E.E. English Examination. 
The study set out to investigate the literacy ability of 
a sample of students entering into the Bachelor of Arts 
(Primary Education) course. The institution had already 
apparantly assumed these students had the required 
literacy levels as a majority had achieved the 50% pass 
mark (or more) in the TEE English Examination. A small 
percentage of students scored just below the 50% pass 
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mark but were given University entrance on a combination 
of other criteria. 
Three major areas of literacy were examined in this study: 
a) knowledge and understanding of vocabulary; 
b) ability to comprehend text. and; 
c) ability to produce a piece of written discourse. 
As explained in Chapter Three. two standardized tests 
were used to measure points a) and b). Students were 
required to write an essay on a given topic to enable the 
researcher to measure point c). A scoring scheme was 
drawn up by Les Puhl, a lecturer in Communications 
Education at the Mount Lawley campus of the Edith Cowan 
University (1990). to score the essays. Refer to Appendix 
D for the scoring scheme. 
Finally the scores obtained from points a). b) and c) 
were compared to the T.E.E. English Examination scores 
using the Pearson r correlation formula. This enabled 
the researcher to·determine to what extent the T.E.E. 
English Examination predicted the literacy ability of 
the sample. A positive 
correlation between the 
significant result from the 
English Examination and the 
various testing instruments indicated some predictive 
qualities. 
The common variance was also calculated for each 
coefficient to determine how much variance, in each 
literacy measure, was predicted by the TEE English score. 
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The common variance was very low for areas b) and c) 
listed above. It was still considered reasonably low for 
area' a). 
If the T.E.E. English Examination had the predictive 
ability apparently assumed by the tertiary institutions 
then those students scoring highly in the English 
Examination should have scored highly on the testing 
instruments described above. Those students who obtained 
moderate scores in the English Examination should have 
scored moderately on the testing instruments and so on. 
The Vocabulary Subtests 
As described in Chapter Four, the result of the· 
r for the correlations between the TEE 
Examination and both subtests of vocabulary were 
significant. 
Pearson 
Eng! ish 
highly 
Students appeared to score more highly on the vocabulary 
subtest for the English Skills Assessment than they did 
for the Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test -Form Y. 
This may be because the English Skills Assessment was 
designed specifically for students who have just 
completed secondary school, while the Co-operative 
Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y was designed for 
tertiary students. It may be students would improve their 
knowledge of vocabulary throughout their tertiary course 
and thus their test score may improve if given at a later 
date. 
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The Comprehension Subteete 
In Chapter Four. a significant. positive correlation was 
reported for both comprehension subtests and the TEE 
English Examination. indicating that the exam has some 
predictive ability in the area of comprehension. However. 
it would appear that the students did not score as well 
on these tests as might be expected with a low common 
variance (18% and 26%) reported. 
Students again scored more highly in the comprehension 
subtest of the English Skills Assessment than they did in 
the Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test Form Y. 
The same reason could be used as explained in the 
vocabulary subtests. Therefore the TEE English score may 
not be a good predictor of comprehension ability. 
The Written Discourse 
A positive and statistically significant correlation was 
reported between the English Exam and the score obtained 
on the piece of written discourse. Again this indicates 
that the English Exam has some predictive qualities when 
measuring the students' ability to write a piece of 
discourse. 
From Table 1 we can see that there is a great variation 
in the writing ability of the students. It can also be 
observed that those students scoring highly in the 
English Examination did not necessarily score the highly 
in the written discourse and vice versa. This would tend 
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to lower the predictive ability of the T.E.E. English 
Examination in the area of writing. 
Summary of Findings 
In sununary, all test instruments have proven that the 
TEE English score can predict the literacy ability of 
students to a certain degree. According to Gay (1985) 
correlation coefficients of 0.4 are useful in research 
involving the investigation of relationships, but a 
higher coefficient of 0.6 or above is considered more 
useful in investigations of predictors. Gay also 
states that, "A correlation coefficient much below 0.5 is 
generally useless for either group prediction, or 
individual prediction." (Gay. 1985. p. 181). He goes on 
to say that, "Coefficients in the 0. 60's and 0. 70's are 
usually considered adequate for 
purposes." (Gay. 1985. p. 181) . 
group predict ion 
The coefficient determines what the common variance will 
be. The. higher the common variance the greater the 
relationship would be between the TEE Engl:sh scores and 
the other test instruments. If the relationship is strong 
then the TEE English score may be considered as a good 
predictor of literacy ability. Gay explains that a common 
variance of around 16% is unable to predict a person's 
score on one variable according to their mark on another. 
If Gay is correct then two out of the five test 
instruments. the correlation between ENGSCORES and the 
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comprehension 
Comprehension 
sub-test of the ACER Co-operative 
Test Form Y. and the score 
Reading 
from the 
written discourse. have very low common variance. (18% 
and 17%) indicating that the TEE English score is unable 
to accurately predict the scores for these literacy 
tests. However, the common variance on the other literacy 
tests are higher (38%, 36% and 26%) indicating that the 
TEE English score may be able to predict how well a 
group of students will score on these tests of literacy. 
An even more confident prediction could be made if the 
common variance was even higher. 
Both the ACER Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test 
Form Y subtest of vocabulary and the English Skills 
Assessment subtest of vocabulary had coefficients around 
0.6 indicating a useful relationship with the TEE English 
scores. From Table 1 it can be observed that a majority 
of the high scores for each vocabulary test were scored 
by those students who had the highest TEE English scores: 
However. some students with low English scores still 
scored well in the vocabulary tests. Scores in the 
vocabulary subtest of the Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension Test - Form Y were lower than those in the 
vocabulary subtest of the English Skills Assessment. This 
may be because the English Skills Assessment is directed 
at those students who have just graduated from high 
school. 
Test 
where as the Co-operative Reading Comprehension 
Yorm Y is meant for those involved in Tertiary 
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courses. The different level of tests may assume that 
students do improve their literacy skills during the.ir 
tertiary course. 
The literacy tests with the lowest coefficients when 
correlated with the TEE English scores, were the 
Comprehension Subtest of the ACER Co-operative Reading 
Comprehension Test Form Y, and the score from the 
written discourse. The comprehension subtest of the 
English Skills Assessment also had a reasonably low 
correlation with the TEE English scores. There was a 
significant but low correlation between the comprehension 
test scores and the TEE English scores. This means some 
students with high scores in TEE English did not score 
very highly in the comprehension subtests and vice versa. 
Although there were some high scores in the English 
Skills Assessment comprehension subtest, scores for 
comprehension were quite low for students entering into a 
field where comprehension of text is an important aspect 
of the ·,profession. This means that these students may 
require further instruction to improve their 
comprehension skills in order to become effective 
teachers of literacy. 
The scores on the written discourse measure a significant 
but not high correlation with the TEE English scores. 
Table 1 illustrates how widely spread the scores were. 
There was no pattern in the scores. Students scoring 
highly in TEE English did not necessarily score highly in 
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the written discourse. Students with the lowest scores in 
TEE English did not necessarily have the lowest scores in 
the written discourse. The scores for the written 
discourse were generally low especially for students who 
are apparently assumed. by the tertiary institutions, to 
have an adequate level of literacy skills, particularly 
in writing. Writing is a vital part of a tertiary course. 
with a majority of the assessment being based on written 
assignments and exams. To write one must be able to read. 
Therefore. reading is also an important part of the 
tertiary course, and of literacy in general. Both reading 
and writing are important in the teaching profession. 
Teachers need to be able to teach students correct 
literacy skills especially in reading and writing. These 
aspects of literacy are used immensely throughout an 
individual's education and in the wider community. 
It may be necessary for many students who scored poorly 
in writing to upgrade their skills to a level acceptable 
for teachers. who are to teach others these skills. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSION 
On the basis of the data presented in Chapter Four and 
discussed in Chapter Five. it would seem reasonable to 
conclude that the TEE English Examination can infact 
predict literacy ability. However, based on the data 
presented in chapter four and five some concern may be 
generated as to how well the TEE English Examination can 
predict literacy ability. 
The correlation coefficients between TEE English and 
other literacy measures ranged between 0.41 and 0.62. 
Although these scores indicate positive and significant 
relationships between the TEE English score and the test 
instruments, higher coefficients would make predictions 
more reliable. In fact, the coefficients of 0.41 and 
0.43, obtained on two of the test instruments, are 
reasonably low and could not be used to make adequate 
predictions. 
In summary, the TEE English score can predict literacy 
ability, but. according to this research study. it does 
not predict adequately all facets of literacy that may be 
required in tertiary studies and beyond. Therefore it may 
not accurately predict a student's literacy performance 
at a tertiary level. For professions like teaching. that 
require a high level of literacy ability, institutions 
should ensure that by the end of their course, graduates 
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had the necessary literacy levels for their chosen field. 
This could not be adequately predicted by the TEE English 
score. 
Further Research· 
The findings of this study suggest that further research, 
examining a greater variety of 1 i teracy skills, could 
assist in measuring the predictive ability of the TEE 
Eng! ish score. Only the areas of vocabulary, 
comprehension and written discourse were examined in this 
study. A future study may look in more detail at 
spelling, language usage and oral language and expand on 
written language. These are all important aspects of 
literacy. particularly for teachers who must pass on 
accurate knowledge and skills to their pupils. 
' 
Similar studies could be conducted but designed to 
overcome some of the limitations described in Chapter 
One. For example, a larger sample may be taken and 
students may be tested on entry to a tertiary course and 
at some time during the course to see if they improve 
literacy skills incidentally. 
Further studies could look into the te~ching field and 
attempt to investigate the literacy levels of practising 
..... ;teachers. A comparison of the literacy levels of 
pre-service and post-service teachers would be useful in 
identifying areas of concern. 
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High school students could also be tested on certain 
literacy skills using instruments other than TEE English. 
Scores in these tests could then be compared with the TEE 
English score. In this way tests could be administered 
around the same time as TEE English. There would be few 
other external influences if the tests could be 
administered at a similar time. 
ImplicAtions of the Study 
Given the limitations of sample size, administration of 
testing, suitability of test instruments and population 
awareness of the study, discussed in Chapter One, it is 
clear that the TEE English scores can predict literacy 
ability but is not the most reliable measure as explained 
in Chapter Five. The correlations are not strong enough 
to say conclusively that the TEE English score can 
predict the literacy ability of individuals. 
If the TEE 
ski !Is . then 
is not a strong predictor of 
tertiary institutions cannot 
the literacy 
assume that 
those students with acceptable pass marks in TEE English 
have the required literacy levels for tertiary studies 
and beyond. 
As stated earlier in this study, to become effective 
teachers of language, individuals entering into the 
teaching profession must have high levels of literacy. It 
was also stated that as there are no formal literacy 
courses in the Bachelor of Arts in Education, Tertiary 
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students entering into the course were apparently assumed 
to have the necessary literacy skills to complete the 
course and become effective teachers. The TEE English 
score was apparently assumed to predict the literacy 
ability of students. If this was the case then a good 
score would mean they had high levels of 1 i-teracy. A 
pass. accepted as 50% but may be less if other criteria 
are taken into consideration, was also assumed. by 
tertiary institutions, to indicate that a student had the 
required literacy levels. However, this study has shown 
that students do not necessarily score well in literacy 
tests even though their TEE English score has apparently 
indicated that they have the literacy ability. to score 
well in tests. This places a doubt on the reliability of 
the TEE English score to predict literacy ability. 
Therefore tertiary institutions may not be able to assume 
students possess the literacy levels required of the 
course and in the teaching field. To ensure students do 
not graquate into the teaching profession with inadequate 
literacy skills, institutions may need to firstly test 
students using other instruments (such as the ACER 
Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y) to 
enable a more reliable measurement of literacy ability. 
From further testing, students with doubtful literacy 
skills can be identified and either excluded from the 
course or placed in compulsory literacy support classes 
conducted during the tertiary course. For example, the 
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sample in this study appear to be weak in the areas of 
reading comprehension and writing. A course developing 
these aspects of literacy could be of great benefit 
before these students enter into the teaching profession. 
Without a skills development course these students may 
enter the teaching field with inadequate literacy skills. 
This could be damaging to the pupils entrusted to them in 
the future. 
It would also be of benefit if literacy tests were 
administered to tertiary students before they graduated 
and became teachers. In this way, students who still do 
not display high literacy levels could be required to 
enrol in literacy skills development courses. 
This study has shown that we cannot rely on one test, ie. 
TEE English. to act as a predictor of literacy ability. 
Literacy skills need to be tested using several 
instruments to improve the accuracy and reliability of 
results. It is also necessary to assist those people who 
do not have high levels of literacy, according to the 
test instruments, but who intend entering a field where 
literacy skills are vital. Some literacy skills can be 
developed incidentally but in the case of tertiary 
education students the risk ~s too great to assume that 
by the end of the course they will have adequate literacy 
levels. 
It is vital that the adults of the future learn and 
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maintain accurate literacy skills. Without them it is 
difficult to survive in our modern and ever changing 
society. Therefore it is of great importance that our 
educators demonstrate high levels of literacy so they can 
pass on their competent 1 i teracy skills to their pupils. 
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TABLE 3 
!he L;teracy Sk;lls at the End of Year 12 
Area English Syllabus Leve 1 3 Literacy 
------ ----------------------:-------------------------: 
* writes and speaks 
using standard Aust. 
English. 
* understands and 
L uses a wide vocab. 
a to clarify and 
n express ideas. 
g 
u 
a 
g 
e 
* uses 
language to 
an audience. 
oral 
engage 
* shapes writing 
D and speaking for an 
e appropriate audience 
v and purpose. 
e 
I * identifies 
o themes, ideas 
p propositions or 
m arguments in 
e print/non-print 
n texts. 
t 
* has a critical 
understanding in 
reading of print and 
non-print texts. 
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Area 
' ,------
D 
L e 
a v 
n e 
g l 
u 0 
a p 
g m 
e e 
n 
t 
TABLE 3 
Jbe Literacy Skills at the End of YeAr 12 
English Syllabus Level 3 Literacy 
----------------------:-------------------------: 
* relates critical 
understandings to 
own writing and 
speaking. 
* demonstrates 
control of audience. 
purpose. genre, 
structure and style 
writing of a variety 
of compositions. 
:------,---------------------- -------------------------: 
c 
0 
m 
p 
r 
e 
h 
e 
n 
s 
i 
0 
n 
READING 
* makes meaning from 
a variety of text. 
: * identifies 
understand 
cultural 
and 
the 
and 
historical contexts 
in which a text was 
created. 
* discerns the 
ideas, attitudes and 
values on subjects 
reflected in a text. 
: * identifies point 
of view. genre. 
style and structure 
of a text. 
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* Comprehends complex 
texts: 
identifies author's 
assumptions. 
infers meanings 
from texts. 
makes high level 
generalizations 
from specific 
information. 
k Critically evaluates 
texts. 
' * 
' 
Recognizes ambiguity 
and shades of meaning 
of words in a test. 
: * Predicts meanings of 
unfamiliar words. 
.·:. 
TABLE 3 
The Literacy Skills at the End of Year 12 
Area English Syllabus Level 3 Literacy 
;------:----------------------:-------------------------: 
E READING 
X 
p * identifies the 
0 ideas. propositions 
s and arguments 
i presented in an 
t expository text. 
i 
0 * analyses the role 
n of language, 
structure and 
selection of detail 
in the shaping of 
the article. 
------ ----------------------:-------------------------: 
G WRITING 
e 
n 
e 
r 
a 
I 
* demonstrates an 
awareness of context 
* demonstrates a 
sense of audience 
for composition. 
------:----------------------
: * demonstrates the 
G ability to structure 
e an argument, develop 
n it in detail and 
r substantiate ideas. 
e 
* uses introductions 
topic sentences and 
paragraphs and 
conclusions. 
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* Writes appropriately 
for audience in most 
forms and formats 
required in school. 
* Able to adapt to 
demands Qf academic 
writ.1ng. 
' 
-------------------------, 
TABLE 3 
The Literacy Skills at the End of Year 12 
Area English Syllabus Level 3 Literacy 
:------:----------------------:-------------------------p WRITING ' * Observes punctuation ' 
u conventions with 
n ' 
' ' 
demonstrates occasional errors 
s c competent usage of only. May ski !fully go 
y t capital letters. beyond conventions. 
n u full stops. conunas, 
t a question marks. ' ' Observes grammat i ca 1 
a t e-xclamation marks conventions. May go 
X i and quotation marks. beyond these ski !fully. 
0 
n 
:------:----------------------,-------------------------: 
s 
p 
e 
l 
l 
i 
n 
g 
: * recognises and 
corrects own 
spelling mistakes. 
* Spells accurately 
commonly used words 
with occasional errors 
only. 
* Spells accurately 
many words outside 
common use. 
:------:----------------------:-------------------------
v 
0 
c 
a 
b. 
e 
------:----------------------
E 
d 
1 
_t. 
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: * Uses vocabulary 
revealing awareness of 
ambiguities and shades 
of meaning. 
' * Uses appropriate 
vocab. for the audience 
and subject matter. 
-------------------------: 
* Improves writing by 
restructuring and 
reworking entire texts. 
TABLE 4 
Literacy Skills Expected of Tertiary Students 
AREA SPECIFIC SKILLS 
:-----------------:-------------------------------------: 
READING SKILLS 
* 
' * 
' 
' * 
' 
* 
Predicting 
Analysing 
Evaluating 
Locating 
Information 
>~< contents from title, contents 
page, index. 
"the meaning of unfamiliar words 
A structure of the text 
* style 
* author's purpose 
* main ideas 
* specific information;evidence 
* author's reasoning 
* purpose and function of text 
relevance and reliability 
* reading for specific information 
* reading for information to 
complete a table 
* using general reference books to 
locate information. 
----------------- ------------------------------------
WRITING SKILLS 
' * 
' 
' * 
' 
' * 
' 
Surrunerizing 
Transferring 
Writing usinq 
correct: 
* main idea 
* content words 
* information to and from text, 
maps and tables 
* quotations {reference correctly) 
* punctuation 
* syntax 
* sentence organization 
"' paragraphing 
~< style 
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TABLE 4 
Literacy Skills Expected of Tertiary Students 
AREA SPECIFIC SKILLS/AREA 
' ' 
-----------------,-------------------------------------, 
WRITING SKILLS 
• Edit1ng * structure ot text 
* spelling 
* gra~nar and punctuation 
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Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
~ ,. .· CC-OPERATIVE 
. ... . 
READING COMPREHENSION TEST 
FORM .Y 
Ad~pr.d by 
COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAl RESEARCH 
""m 
CO.OPERATIVE ENGUSH TEST C2 - .READING COMPIIDlENSION - HIGHER LEVEL 
Prepared by" 
FREDERICK S. DAVIS, G.!ato;e Pe.tbody Ccl!llt'Qe for Te•chen, CLARENCE DERRICK. Uniwnity s.:hocl 
(Shker Heiqbts~ Ohio)/ and JEANNE M.. SRAOFORO ;.nd GERA.LCINE SroAUlD!NG, 
C>operative Tort Service 
with th• ooc:Utl:lri.o[ •Dimon.:. of 
JOWH' C. LANDIS, QvHno C..llao;•J JANE M. MAila'l', H•mcla, Hi9h Scll.,.,l, lOUISE !INOat SCOTT, Son Morino City Sdu><:>lo1 
oncl JJfllfUR E. TRAXLER, fc!uooarion•l R..,.,n:b au .. ou - ' 
f<>r tha Atn.r!an C..llft<:il on EdiiQrian, Co--.,P",_~.,. Te<t S.nico. 
Gener&l Dire!:tian.s: Do aot tum thU p~ until the e=icer tdl.s yau to do so. This =ination 
CO!l!IUt3 of two pam: utd requires 40 minute:s of working ti!I1e. 'The direccio!U lor e.ao::h part ue printed at 
the ~ o£ tb.e ~ Wbe:a. told to SQn the t~ read the:~e directio:a.s cueiully and proceed at once tQ 
znswer the questia!U. 
All :uuwcn =t. be Clarlcoi aa tb.e ~epar.ue acswer sheet. For eaei:r. question indic.te the ~er you 
o:hOO$: by placiDg a cross in the. appropriate .sqw.re e.g. ii you dtoo$e the an3We:' aumbe.""ed :z for any question you 
would ~k it in the ~ undo:r .2 beide the JJ;mJ:!bo::r of that q~ thus 
1 2 3 4 5 
DIXIDDD 
DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ON'E ITEM. 
ANSWER THE EASIER QUESTION:: FIRST: tha retam to the ~=tier 011c:~ i£ you have time. There 
i:s a time limit far each put. II you aci:lb Part I before the Wrte U cp, go on to Part IL If you have not tini~bed 
Put I when the tUne is up, ,top work an that part and proceed at ooee to Part IL I! you Gnisb Pan II before 
time i:s ttp, you may go bade and work oo either put. No questiot:LS I:IOIY be a.s~ after the enminatiaa. has. begun. 
Yoa mar m:swer questiot:LS eve:a. wbe::~ yea are not pufectly ru~"e that your m:sw~ arc o:orrea. but you 
.should avoid wild gu~iDg, iince Wl'QOg' amwen will rem.lt in a .subtcactioo £= the IIUII:Iber oi your- corTea 
-= 
TIME U~TS 
Part I: V001buWy ·- ··~ ...• 15 minute:~ 
· Part II: Reaclli:!g .................. 25 minutes 
Total .. ...• .... ...• .... ...• ...• 40 minutes 
Published In Australia. by AUS"I'RAI.UN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
Frederic.\: Street., Hawthorn, Vic«Jria, 3122. 
by un.ngemmt with 
Co--open.tM: Test Di-Niaa.. Eduatioaal Taililg Scnice,. Princetco. N.J. 
Co9yright 
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co-operative Reading Comprehension Test 
::: . ........ -.~..:.. 
BEADING COMPREHENSION 
" :···p4RT Ii VOCABOLARY 
(IS !llinut~) 
Form Y 
·~ -··- ------ ,__.. . :-.;::~.--. 
DU-otc:tiocs:: lit o.ch grnup bc.low, sc.!ea:thC numtictUI 'Wl:ird or phia5e ~Most nea:rly c.on-cp<:~nds in-meaning to the 
word lt the Ccui of~ group, om.d"put l eroS# iii'the~squa.re~undei- its nw:n.bOl' on the separate W$WU sheet. It D 
quite likely.~ 11?.~.~ ~-s~-~ p~ ~~~~e ~o;,ti~e .. ~ ~p": !_n_ ~ =~,gCI ,on ~~~~1~ to Pari IL 
; ·"' ~ i :;; -i. ..... jJ ~· ~ .... "..-1 ~...l :\tlf ,- j .• ' •• ' . -!'. .. ~ ··-v·..O ; • · • .... • ·', .._ ' ; ~..0 • '! ...;. • • -, : -. I .... :r" . ..,. :. , •. • ....... 4 • .._:.-··' 
1. carol 11. p~epostaroWI 21. filch 
. 1 pr:-ayc::- '-;•1 digiiliii:i:1.,..·-.., .:J 1 b.ide 
2 soog i 2 ho.V}"' : ·· vl ' 2 5epar.tte 
J bi:rd J noisy J steal 
--4 .b,1.ttlc: cry '"·-- .. -.=-·=·""··. .·:-o·4· disgui!led-.-- _4. soil 
5 motto S absurd 5 dcst:oy 
2. toxin 
1 poiSOI:l 
2 """ J failure 
4 bc.lief 
5 disease 
3. alter.alioa 
1 pause 
2 quarrel 
J dlatlge 
4·:·.~cep. : 
s turning 
t. com~titioa 
~·.::.. : .. 
.... ,., 
I ach.iCVC!I:I.Olt 
2 capacity 
J repaymet~t 
4 sc.lcaioa 
s rivalrr 
s. fWlg- . 
I= 
2 replace 
J "'= 4 hurl· · 
5. upset-'"" 
6. symptom 
l l:t.:umony 
2 oudine 
J indiCJ.tion 
4 roult 
5 invention 
7. verify 
I" Wt'c. · .... 
· 2 weigh.' 
3'· queruon 
4-'· c:oniinn-~-:, 
5 l:.tc:mpt 
8. p.utltioa ·_-_ .. · 
I spa:sm J 
2 passageway 
J divisioa. 
4 bia:s 
S treatment 
9, !ol•rat• 
l allow 
10, 
2 disobey 
3 resent 
4 suspect 
S c:aoies:. 
-ul 
I apf:li"'Ve 
2 cruorcc 
J revise 
' 
corrupt 
' 
='d 
~-;:: 
·.:-
.-... 
12. retard •." ·-'·· ·.-· 
.. ·:: ·t'• r~~ :; ·.,,, 
2 delay 
.. , .. :r ruhscir:U~c•·-:;;_: 
4 ~~ 5 brW "~ ~··· ·~, 
. --~~~- ~o~~~·.:"~: .. ~~. " 
1 grind. 
.-.-;. 2 dilldaii:J. 
J . CO'mb(ae-, ...... ' .. ' 
: ·.4: bother . "~- ; 
;·.·., .s--, soit= ... · .. ' .. ,,,..,. 
I bbd 
-~z.:.tcarn·-<""'"':":~-;­
J ~cold 
4 mc:t~d 
·5: OIL 
15. g-ar!W . 
. ' I · glove 
2 gurore 
'~"' '4 look-
·:"'':: .. S '!:took:· 
. 16. C:h.l'Oi:dd"~ 
t'• mu:r:tl 
2 · histo-ry -
J do& -· 
4- large pimple 
S jar · · · 
17. 'avoury __ 
. 1-: ~e~:- . ·; 
2 ptacrved . 
J' : '!PP.etiZing-: 
4- wcll-lilo:nded 
S seaet 
18,. idept · 
"i" ae:M.t 
2 e."ttrc:me 
J skilled 
4 distintt:: =~-­
,5 .lormnate 
19., humane 
. --1 li-vinf 
2 C:Ct'WD. 
J real.i:stio: 
4 acti-ve 
5 kind 
. 20. imaginary 
1 insulting 
2 fanc:ied. 
J e.ugerated 
4 foolish 
5 temporary 
... . ... 
'-
--~ .... , 
22.. !ore 
.... ,. :: r knowledge 
2 interval 
.. ::.J ."3etm0ll,.; ... ~ 
4 ="' S ani' 
. . .. ' --~ .. 
23. maze. 
folk dance 
2. alloy. 
J pale blue 
. 4- Lahyrintb. 
s di%../3pdl 
· ,. · 24. ··c:oac:::~~d 
l victory 
2 hannony 
3 srruc:rure 
4- daoger 
S weight: 
25. civility-· 
'" 
l ·pacifism 
2 polic=.=s .. 
J loyalty 
+ courage 
·.5. perum=.t. 
-~pPJe"-:· 
I cocd=ed 
2 shrewd 
J fle.--cible 
' 
useiul 
; cheeriul 
. -. 21- lethargy. 
. '1- i.Pathy --:. 
Z magnetism · 
J' slyness·· 
oj.:- prejudice 
5 paJOlc::IS 
28. valid 
..... 
1 souiid-
2 brave 
J moral 
4 c:ateiul 
s """""' 
29. c:o=.ely 
30. 
l c:amio"ltlble 
2 lttr.t<:ti-ve 
J sturdy 
4 stout 
S ordio.ary 
rafut• 
I "'""~ 2 
'"" 3 e::~roll 
' 
=trol 
s disp~ 
.. , -··---
~---­,: .... 
,_ 
... -·----~ .. : 
'·:::;,.; 
:: ! · ... 
Go on to the next page. 
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Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
31. wield 
'""= 2 IUC' 
J ouxumul:ltc 
..•. 4 pound 
-5- bad 
~22.·i~udr· 
-I ··~ckedncu 
2 jca.lcusy 
J r:igbteousJ:lcs.s 
... ""..,. 
5 ~tubbcn:mcs.s 
33.-. adan:~ 
"· 
J~ 
JS. 
37. 
JS. 
39. 
40. 
r··: p:tint-
2 p~ 
J b.stetl 
4··C=at 
5 iid:nirC 
tur.bu.lant 
' 
bulgmg 
2 towenag 
J o.git.ated 
4 powerful 
5 coaca.led 
&iYo!CIUlll 
.I .trivial 
' 
dtiliy-· 
. 'J ddig!itful 
• ;~.bundo.nt 5 r=lbllilg 
.a..ll.age· 
' 
=ort 
2
-= J •u'l"" 
4 lio 
5 decide 
·-' ill will 2 blasp!io=.y 
J sl2ndcr 
4 - inllincuity 
5 critic±Jm 
.... 
' 
il:ljll.!e 
2 ,.mp 
J scoif 
• point 5 doubt 
doonh, 
t. O'Op 
2 bymn 
3 supply 
4 dryu= 
5 scarcity 
gaudy 
' 
... .., 
2 rro.:= 
J 
''""" 4 worthies:~ 5 cl-y 
.U. cana:ur·· 
·r eanceatratc 
' 
scrugglc 
J cl~• 
4 pretead 
5 ,.,... 
... .. 
~ eclifu:e_·. . 
l 
''"'"""' ' 
b;ody of laws 
3 dengn 
4 · a.ssisa.nce .·.;: 
5 =<=~ 
.... ratiotial 
' 
re2Silaab!e 
. 2 limited 
J 
""""' 4 pcrmasive 
'5 rebell.iotU 
.t•; 
44. .a:UtuoUII 
I polished· 
' 
.... ~ 
J duk 
• faninUI.e 5 winding 
4.5. claaYilqa 
' '"'"' 2 di'lisic1:1 J cl=oo 
4 
"'""' 5 inst:rwllc::ot 
4S. =duo 
' 
==ly 
2, exposed 
J """"""'"' 4 excessive 
5 ='Y 
"· """'·~ 
' """' 2' personality 
J ~" 4 
'""'"'"' 5 IOfic 
48. cao:rph.cu::~.y 
I mjuna: 
2 !ink 
J offi= 
4 ·~-5 d.Uc:ord 
, .. 
""""' 
' 
sickc:r:W:tgiy !WCCt 
2 ~le 
J ..,,. 
4 w=r 
5 bot and ha=id 
50. pallet 
I Ng 
' '=• J rud= 4 
"""'' 5 bod 
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51. wroth 
l wn~ag 
2 ,.,. 
J ""' 
.· ... 4· ~l .·:·' 
i _ur21d.-.: _::····-
: .. , :· ., ~~-~:~·: ~:: 
.. ·s2... • .me: •.. :~.-.:~ ···' 
... 
so. ·~= -' ··:·· 
' 
pl.a.uct .:' 
2 c:hemical· reaction 
J ~c:$'- •; 
4· ==el 
5 
''"""'"-
54. Ca!ISUfil.• . 
'""'' 
' 
nrpprc:u 
J
'""' 4 ~·: 5 rC$Cllvc• 
. SS~ laconic::-:·• 
' '''" 
' 
bxy· 
J •!ow 
4 liquid 
5 oyuial 
56. ~-
I SllddOl in=sio= 
2 <:Oildecamu:ion 
J spir:d Ill0Ve:!%e>;lt 
4 rcpabe · - ~ 
5 investig'lltioa. 
.. 
57. ·~-I forgive 
2 spak with cmotic=: 
J pl.:!.g: OQ a .dant 
4 ~·-5 n:rise-
sa. ehoreoqnphy-· 
the art of 
' 
~~g' 
2 =• J painti:ag 
4 da%1~ 
5 wcavmg 
59. fr:!dig'C101tll 
I ~ive 
' ~"'' J uadon! ..... 
4 -~"' 5 =o 
60. cliT•'i•fion 
1 w:1dcnea ~~o~tiou 
2 IO<::ltiaa of positi011 
3 w:ndering 
4 cb.!uvariOJl of stan 
.5 scpar:~tion 
Go oa to P:trt II OT=- the pav:e. 
•' 
Co Operative Reading Comprehension Test Form Y 
·' 
PART II: READING 
(ZS ~es) 
Oir.afocm Tb.h part ~ of. sdections tak= from. nocie;,, articlc:s, textbooks, cce. Following eadl pa=tgc..Ue 
so:vcral muit:iple-.:hoke itCJU concc:rning · it. In aeh Cl$e, you :u-e to rtGd tM pa.uage cauf!d!i first, ;mi. then decide 
0t1 the ~1:5 of the p~ wb.idl ooe of the choi~ foUowiag each incomplete. .statement: or question best <:Ol:Ilplete:. 
the m=ing of the .ttzta:oOJ.t.·ot" ~ the qu~tion_ If you =t decide,. you :nay go bade to the pa.ss:a~.Oa the.. 
sepantc answa ~beet put a a-ass in the ~qu:u-e underoc:ath the numb" of the d!.oice you think i!l best. You are aoc 
expected to ficim tbU part"ii:r.. the time allowed,. but worlc as npidly as you C1IJ. withGUt malcing ardeu mi~. 
MG$t boy:! at sdlool have· at some tim;e !euned the dates 
of the :&ig!Uh Icings. But a.s a rule they foUl to keep t:hU 
cp and lose all the good of it. I have an old friend. a 
college c:W=te,. who b.a!l caro:fo.lly kept ~ knowledge 
alive.. He ill now able in b.is old age to get gTc:at 0!%1joy· 
mCilt f:rom s:tying ~ dates to h.ir:nse.lf. His ~ 
tell me tb.al: he s~ m:u~y:llthu signs llf mental activity 
and often recites {or:- them ~ of gCli!i·re plural.!! aad 
verils that tlke the d:>L.-ve. 
It pleased me. I ~ s;.y, ·at. my couo.try place last 
rummo::r wheu there ~ 5otm: mathem.atical. difficulty 
about m.a.rldng the termi:l court to have cue oi my guests, 
a student in my ~ at Yale. offer to work .out the 
m=a1t:s with a log;ui.thm. He said it wa!5 quite 
simole. He needed, in ~c1t, aothing but a hypocmu:se 
md. two acuce mgles, ;JI of wbic:b. !uclo1y were found 
around the place.. It w:z.s v~.rr io.l:~ to watch the boy 
calc;ulate,. at fir.lr:.. I am c:-en:ain he would !lave got the 
solutioa, oufy wh.Ho: .!:..: ~ preparing to mark the court 
by mel.C!!I o:f lli!! logarithm the c:hauffeur:- marked it with 
whit~ 
I. It an be inferro:d that the reasco wb.y the young 
1IUll. did not get his solution WOI.5 that 
1 he made a ~e io. me:uuriog the acute angles. 
2 b.e got the wrnug hypoceo.we. 
J he did not la!.ow Olough =tb=ati.e:s. 
4 he tried to huny;· 
5 his method took too locg. 
z. The writer b.i.o.ts that. most boys Je:uu the dates of 
tb.e Eog!Ub.. kiizp ~ · 
I· thc:sc. dates = =.. cs=tia.l. part oi hirulry. 
2 tb.ey m: reauired to do .so. 
J thc:se da.tes ioay pC"Ovide a1joym0lt io. La.tu l.ife. 
4 it i!l a ~igtt of menal activity to know thc:se dates. 
S IU0:5t eduated people k:oow these datc:s. 
J. There is evide:uc:e that the writer i!l a 
1 math=tio::s teacher. 
2 histcry teacho::r. 
3 o:oll~ pC"Ofc:s.sor. 
4 Luio 'cbolar. 
5 young man. 
~. AP9U=dy tb.e old friend mentioned in the lim 
pu::agr.apb. 
1 had bccc. a b.Utory tead!er. 
2 ha:!. lm his memory. 
3 ~ In U1 ln=e asylum. 
4 ~ in jail. 
5 bad snu!io:d too hud. in college. 
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S. The writer introdu~ a little hw:naur in the ~=d 
. paxagT"apb.. by 
makiug fun of tb.e d!.awi"eur's etiorts to mark 
tho= 
2 ~g~:ncicg- the difiiallty of ma.rlcing the o:run. 
J ~g of =tbematical. eoncepts as thaugb 
they wen: omc:reee objea:s. 
4 n:re:ssiog .the sicc.pl.idty oi marking the o:oun by 
""""""''"''-s sytopathit.ing with the boy's efforts to make his 
eal.culatiau come out rigbt. 
6. The main point of t.bi:s p~e is that 
1 many ~Ue.l~ thi.o.gs are !~ed at sebec!. 
2 m=.orizing c!am.ago::s the brain. 
J dat~ are :sometime:~ usefuL 
4 ma.themacie:s i3 hdpiul in pr.1ctieal. sit=tioii.!I. 
5 almost all sc.boo!iog is a waste of time.. 
To increase its ~e value, a c.beap staue i.s.OftCl sold 
Wider a =e closdy re:s=blio.g chat of a valuable ge::n. 
For insu.nce, SOlllC l"l:d stoaes are giVCJl· lWile:l" wb.ich 
su~ to the uninformed pun:haser that they are a 
variety of ruby. Thus, red pyrope g;arnet!l arc sold under 
such. trade. namo::s as AmeriCIIl ruby a.ud Arizoaa ruby; 
red a.o.d or.znge spincl.s are cllo:d Balu ruby. A miner.U 
~ di.ifa=t from the ::rue ruby as rose quam is frequently · 
offered ~ Boho:mian ruby. Rose and Qink topu may be 
sold as B~1ian ruby, a.ud red or:- pink tourmal.ine:! ;., 
rubell.itc or:- Stoeri:ut ruby. 
7. The ben title for this p=ge ill 
l Rubies. 
2 Vacio:tie:s oi Ruby. 
J Red Stoa~. 
4. Untruthful. Advertising. 
S Mi!leadiog N aJ:ItC for Ge:n.s. 
8. Which ODe of the fo!IowiiJg is l"l:a.!ly topaz? 
1 .-\rizoua rubr. 
2 Bal~ ruby. 
3 Bohc:mia.o. ruby. 
4 S~ao ruby. 
5 Bruilian ruby. 
9. The passage states tb.al: tr.lde == of the type 
m=ttoo.ed are ~ to 
1 idotify nrieti= oi stouc:s for puro:b.aserS; · · 
2. aW<.e ic pos:sible to sell c.ertUo. stoac:s at a higher 
prio:.. 
3 d~be !mial::i011 rubie:s. 
4 identify varietic:s oi niuable g=. 
S U,Q"eUe the ~es of cheap stones. 
10. The writer would appattD.tly favour 
1 (iving tnde czm.c:s only to chap s~oues.. 
2 giving trade == Dilly to pr~ollll gqms.. 
J iorbidding the $;1J.e of Stoll= that look [ike rubies. 
4 doing ilw.&Y with tr.1de IW!lc::t ior nones.. 
5 giving a special tn.d.e !Wile to true. rubie:s. 
Go on to the next pail!-
Co Operative Reading Comprehension Test.- Form Y 
Perllaps the gorilla~ not wilfully a ~tiv~··It 
1113.1 be that !lis !;milly wandered into a country that 
~ted them. ro tmi-so mach-like the Cm!:Lb'ina.tion of 
fo~ and pla.ia in wb.ich they b..o.d devdopcd-that;thcy 
bad ,llfl c:wse to change their: way of liviD g. Why-~hauld 
they, ~o long- a.:s the fo~o t.l::!e plain,, and the weather 
remained so ~t:i!iao:tocy for gorilla wd.Iare? After 
o:Ull.iOU$ of y= of t:hh o:rntm.ted: life, the gorilla became 
fixed in his h.:lbits-"a liviDg fcmil". If .;onditiotl5 in 
Africa ch.ange, if the forem dW.ppca:r, :md the weather 
gram colder, the! gorillas will pnlbably perim, for they 
bave lost the ability to cllangc:. 
We don't mean thq bave bcccme more mroid.. We mean 
merely that now thue i5 a ~t sa.men= ~ong· gorilW. 
Little gcrilla.s, ii they- WC!lt to scho..l, would team eqnally 
fast. In the aid:ct g;un~ in ~ch a scb.OQ!, tfr.cre would 
be· some, but nat muc:b, dlifcrence among the p!a.)'C:'. 
A.h:!:!ort my eleven young gorilla student5 would make a 
good team.; this i:l not" true, a wdl we know, among the 
wb.ite primates. It is this uniionnity in the gorilla's 
.lbility that vrould prevent &h su.tViviDg a gr"eu cac.:s-
trophc like. a glacial epoch. · 
;Nhen. a race of a::llmaJ.s has cousid~le variation a.ID.oog 
Lt.!! mo:mben-wben. same prefer bot weather a.cd othen 
cold;.' wli6i"Some arc good musicians a.c.d othen good 
aicketen- then wb.eo. artbquak~ come a.ud the weather 
dwtge!, some will be rurc to survive. Those ~ rorvive 
will bave childl'en like themse.lves who can. live. under 
the new conditions.. Thus that rao: of a.cimals will 
c:ha.uge. This clw!gl: ~ not a.I:W":lY' for the better. Some 
m~mm;~L, that ran thraugh the fo~ on four feet 
beome· wha!Cj and probably grrn-· more stupid; at a.cy 
~te they failed to m.y with the prn~e br;z.ad!.e:s of 
the mommals sucll as tiger:;, primate:s, a.cd dogs. 
11. In the event of gTCtt change:s of climate, it i:l l.ikcly 
that gori!W. wauid 
1 ~quire the ability to change: 
2 lcun to like cold weather. 
3 die out. 
4 become more stupid. 
S bcccme more vuiable.. 
12. The writer app<:arj to believe thu 
1 a.ncestol"lf of Wb.aiC:I ouee I'2l1 about the iott1t!. 
2 the gLacial epoch ~ unimoortant. 
J gorillas arc brighter than tig~. 
4 c.hildr= arc likely to be brighter· than thcir 
pa=~. 
S ma.uy gorillas were killed by eutb.~. 
13. The wricer c:::~pb:Lsi=l that one of the major dlHer-
Cled bctwce:a men and goril.la.s is. that men 
1 are weak~. 
2 b;.ve been in c:dtteno: a ~horter time. 
J ue more Tariablc in ability. 
4 are oat .such good c:ridcetcn. 
S ue~te:s. 
14. The writer indicates~ gorilla.s may be~ 
:as a re:su.lt of 
I mrpidity. 
2 choia:. 
J cireum:sta.nC!. 
4 variuioa. ; ..._ 
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15. There is aa. implication th.u. · 
I change is almcst alma)'ll for the better. 
2' go~?nc:-b.ad the I><o71~.ta ~-
J lliiifonmty ~a good thing.~ .,... • .. 
. 4 the i.Vl::nge gorilb..hu ch.a.cged" for the. Wor.tc:. 
:. 5 .. gori)h.s. ca.o. leuo: :as· quicldr. U. meu_,.~=-~ : . 
. ' .: .. :;. ;.·:.. ..,. 
!6. n;; ~~ apccted". to the.·qu~o~ in:·tfi.: middle 
ofthefint'' phis"-· ·-· .. 
. . .. paragra . . . ..,.. ., .• 
I "No rc:asou:.'":' ·. .: · ,, • , ~· .. l ., •• oJ 
2 · ''I:a·orde:r to keep the pawe:r·to change.'~ 
J ''Tit Orda ta survive.,.. · · ' ."!.:' • .. ' 
·4 '13ecau.se ccnditiom might clWt~·:=e dai:•• 
5 "Becaasc chaDge is rrrtJwth.." ·. · 
17. The· write· states ~·s~t i.s.:.~cpea~.t Llpal1. 
I · d!.ange:s for the better.. . :. ~~.- . 
2 d!.an~ in living =d.iti= . ~-. 
J llilifonnity • 
4 variation. 
5 intc.lligcnC!. 
Mighty fleets and arm.ie:s, harbaun· and·:.md!ib, vast 
citie:s-they arc great: but wb;.t do th.::y- bcu11:0c? 
Ap==Oll, Periclo, and their Greece.;·aJ.t is gon<'. now 
to jQ[D_e ruined fn.gment:l, dumb ~: b\1t tbc Boob 
of Greeeel There Greco: C3.l1 be Cliled up ~ into 
!iic. 
18. The word '"There" (in the l.a.:st sentence) could bel 
be repb.o:d by the pl=:!e 
1 "Beside the ruined fl"i.g"!l:lcnts."· 
2 ''In the Age of Perido:s.." 
J ''VIhereve:r there are mighty fle-..u and =nie:s." 
4 "By reading the books." 
5 "In the: ~ citie:s of modem time:5." 
L9. The: 'NTiter i:l pnlbably most intcre:Jtcd in 
1 ""',.,.,. 2 ard:Utec:turc:. 
J litc:ntt=. 
4 painting. 
5 wuiare. 
zo. The wrlta i:!lpUe:s ~ tb.e most i:!lportant inform:a· 
ticm ~' tb.e a.ccic:n:. Gredd COttccr= thcil"' 
1 politic:aJ. activity. 
2 'b.ips. 
3 ide:u. 
4 military 'kilL 
5 nst citie:t. 
21. The write:" ma.1tc::s bh point by 
1 describing a.ccio:~c rttim. 
2 qut~ting f= tb.e books of Gree= 
J pr-aising bar-boun and ar.senals. 
4 giving e.:'Camplcs.. 
5 a:ppciling cc audl.ority. 
zz. The maUl topic of thi:s ~ b 
1 boold. 
2 modem GrC"eC!. 
J migb.r:y fleea and annie. 
4 A~cmnan and Pericles. 
5 ru.Uted fragmeot:J, 
Go on to the e~ pace 
Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10)' 
(11) 
(12) 
{13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
Fzll (22) 
Litcra:y critici:m: ill. tb.O!e da~ lw1 some odd 
~ It w.a:s ~cbolarly, or at last tried to 
appc::u- xholarly. It~ dom.in:l.ted by th.;.~p­
tion that· wb..atever is worth knowiDg i:! aln::l.dy 
kDown and whatCY~er is worth doing·~ already 
hem. done.. ktoni..shrnmt· i!l =beccm.ing to 
.schol;an and. their attitude toward n<:m:O"CCCN i:! 
best ~ by the wcrd "r=gniciCJD". Any-
body in:sh who turned up ~ trl!al:ed as a 
would-be Dalai l..:!.ma and e:ami.aed c:m::fully fot"" 
evidc:no: of his pred=r'~ .soul. So it W2:l that 
r:ver:y one of w. who sarted writing ic. the ninetia 
w:;.s disc:avcro1. to be a secood somebody or: otha. 
In the =e of a. few. y=, I ~welcomed as a 
~=d Dio:k=, a. ~=d Bulwex-·Lyttac., and a 
seomd · ]ul<::! V=e.. But I l'r.l.S also a ~ec:ond 
Barrie, though J.M...B. wa.s hardly more tb.:tD. mY 
caate:mporary, :md when I turned to short roJrie:s, 
I beeu:ne a ~=d Kipling. I cert:a.i..c.ly, on O«a$iOtt. 
5tUd.ied both. these ~"<:ce.lleo.c !1135ta~. Later on, I 
figured as a second Dida-ot, a second Culyle, 
and a ~=d Raus:seau. 
... ·. 
Z3. Which oae of tbe writers mentioned doe3 the author 
of the ~e think he mn~t closely re:s=ble.s? 
1 ·Dick=. ... -
2 Verne. 
3 Banic.. 
4 Kipling. 
S It i:i impcuible to say. 
24. Wblch one of the foDcwing qualitia mlljt have 
shcwt1 it:le.lf in the writings oi the author of the 
passage? 
1 U!!llli.steno:y. 
2 U!aveatioa.a.!.:ty. 
3 Variety. 
4 Fme literary- style. 
5 Originality. 
25. If a writa belio:Ted in the :arumption mentioned in 
llile 2, that belief would al.ma.!t certainly lead b..iJJ:1 to 
l imitacioa. 
2 excellence. 
3 origi.aallty. 
4 prtlgres.t. 
S recognition. 
26. To pin ~pb.a.::i!l, the writer relles chiefiy on 
l =ggentioa. 
2 r~ctitioa. 
J dclibcnt:e Wl.dl!r.ltatc:mmt. 
4 !hodci:nr statement:~. 
5 rezsoned argummt. 
"27. The pauage i=plie.s that, of the foUowing writers, 
the oae bam most r~:a:ndy wa.s 
l Banie.. 
Z Diderot. 
3 C.:!yle.. 
4 Rousseaa. 
S Butwu·Lyttoa. 
28.. The writa thi:nla.the opinions of the !itenlj' critid 
of the ninetid were 
1 discriminating. 
2 superticial. 
J hll!ltilc. 
4 d!.allcngicg. 
5 :utonisb.ing. 
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29. Literary- critic in. the period !IlCitioaed wue ~ddom 
1 scholarly. 
2 StlrC of. tlt=dv-es.:. 
3 .tUrprUed.. 
4 interested· in. newcomen. 
S fZD:Liliu with ·the past. 
JO .. "Freth" in. liD.e 9 most. nearly means·. 
I up a.nd coming: · 
. 2 talented. 
3 odd. 
4 IICW. 
5 saucy, 
Millions of do!lan iU"e spent :umll3.1ly i.a. oW!eadiog the 
public regarding hclth ia.ct:~, a.nd other lllill.ion.s are soect 
by a gullible public in return,.. while MW ]Otto:! 'has 
forty-fiV"C miouta a week {if she i:i lucky) with a clasiJ 
of City studo:nts to tClch hygiene. Sbe is more than 
frequc:ndy begtudged this time a.Jlocment bce1u.se it is takCl 
from .50me other more important subject in the C'..trriculum 
.ruch u algeb~ trigonometry, the R~sa.nce, or Shake--
~ Her mattriab :u-e oitcn tim:a limited beause 
of an. inadequate budget. Y o:t a lll:l.nuia<:tUricg cono::et'Il 
will pay a =iio o:ctertairzer $8,CCO for a single perfonc-
a.nce on a p.-ogr.unme designed to acquaint the public: 
· with the health-giviag<· v.Uua oi a cthartic: 
Jl. The writer = tno: expro=oion "if she i!l lucky'' to 
indicate that 
I b.ygieae i:i csy to teach. 
2 !ll<W: tca.dtcn b.ave IC3.S time to teach hygien~ 
J !llQ,'/lt teachen have more students in their dassd,, 
4 adven:ilemats can be wed in the cla.s.srooil1.. 
5 advertisemat:s on the r.~dio r=kc bygieac co= 
"""==>"· 
J2. The writer would be most likcly to support a 
mavemOJt for 
I founding .1. Sb.:ak~reac thcure. 
2 in=ing the li:::e of hygiene clas!e:!. 
J deac:asing the number of radio prngnmraa. 
4 spc:nding more money on the to::acbicg oi hygio:n~ 
5 t~cbiog m.:othc:matics on the radio, 
33. The CJ.ain subject of this pangr;tpb. [!I 
I b.ygieae =~a. 
2 bczith educatiOtt.. 
J commercial advercilillg. 
4 the inadequacy of teacher:~' $alaria. 
S the health-givillg value! oi a cathartic. 
34. Tile writer sCC!Il5 to be 
l ~atisli.ed.. 
2 philo$Cpb.ial. 
J gullible. 
4 =~ed. 
s indi~ 
JS. The d1irn mad~ in. tbc lim: line is partially 'upport~ 
by the "::r.tcmc:nt that 
l Mis-s Jon= has ollly forty-iive· minute~ a week 
in whid!. to teach hygiene. 
2 there a:e only fifty students in Miu Jolles' 
hygice cl=.. 
J Mis:s Joe.::' =tcrials :u-e Ucnited.. 
4 the time for hygiClle is taken from othu ~bje<:tll. 
5 a radio c:ntc:rt:tioa mcrives $8,00) for a sicgie 
pet!Of%!W:ICC. 
J6. The writer.implia that c;.thartjQ 
l are not truthfully advo:rti~ed. 
2 are cot widely used. 
J are !old at e."CCrbitant prica. 
4 should noc be mmtion'!d in public. 
5 should be advwcl~ed in clauroo~m. 
Co Operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
(1) ~ tzigbt I wa.s a~.deavoarillg to coo.v= with 
(2) a. young Eng!l:!l:u=:t wbo h2d jwt fini•bed his 
(3) ~d Y=' at Ca.r:nbcidge U~ity: He did !lOt 
(4) !caaw. ;my of tbe disticguisb.ed profes.son there 
(5) :w.d h.ad not' evo:::n bo:::u-d of thei:t- =e:~~ "Of 
(6) .. =e." be ~d, "I took up rowing at·once, ;md 
(7) ii you go iii. for-· it ~eno~ly. you live. in· a very 
(8) restricted circle." Whereupon he complained about 
(9) the b.tett genen.tion, .saying that they bad ba:a 
(10) !pOiled by dar.1cillg- o.t~d automobile:~ o.t~d !hir~cd 
~11) working' for thdr coUeges.. Coming from,b.is bps, 12)- "working'' took me bade. I questioned him: he 13) m=t foctb=ll. I felt reurored. 
37. "Worlci:os- for thdr coilegej" in line II mean5 
I uming maney to mec:t e.~es. 
2 rabsing money for- the colleges. 
3 rabsinc a.e~da:aic: standuW. 
4 going out for-·v=sity sports. 
3· · .ttudying hard. 
38. The &lglillbma..n evidently spent mon oi hU time 
with lfutinguished people. 
. ·•·. ,. ~ 
J 
4 
5 
at socW attain. 
in mental activity-
in pllysical actMty. 
trying to m=.ke moo.ey. 
39. The Englishman bad not beard of any of the fa.mo~ 
U.!Ilbridge proieslors beatue 
I he ha.d not yet goo.e ta o:la.s$. 
2 then: wera~.'t any there. 
3 he ha.d been there only two yurs. 
4 he wa.s too busy studying. 
S he wu not interejted in aad=ic: matten. 
40. "Took me baclc" iii. line 12 most oe:arly mean:s 
I surpri:11:d me. 
2 e:~corted me. 
3 am~ me. 
4 tfu:gusted. me. 
5 realled to my mind. 
41. The writer felt rc::usured (l:ut. tine) becuue he !a1ew 
""' 
I batt!= are woa on the pl.a.yinJ lidcb of Eagland. 
2 all wcrk il:td ao play makes Jac:k a. dull boy. 
3 his original imprel!:lioa 7n!l etJrre<:t. 
4 the futlu'e of Engla.ad was in gQOd hillcb. 
S footbafl is inrportil.!lt. 
42. The writer'~ attitude toward the Englhl:= is 
I mildly ":amJuL 
2 approving, 
3 sympuhetic. 
4 leftte. 
S r~rin'G. 
43. The writer is probably 
I a Camhridte rraduate. 
Z a Cambridge protc::s:so.r. 
3 a forme:' athlete. 
4 a young Americ:an studc.ac. 
5 !lOt Ul £ng'fiSb.man. 
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44. "The latc::st go::neratioo."' in line 9 refen- to 
stado:nts ma.ny yc:a.rs younger than the Eng!bb-
c::La.ll.. • ....... 
Z feUow ~tudc::ots of· the· Eo.gibbman. 
3 srud~:ats pn:cedfug the- Eng-lisbman by· a f~ 
ya"-
4 American rtudc:nti '· ' 
S rtudeats of the previous g=eration. 
Pure gt;ld is amc:b. too soft to be. durable a.s a OlOUllting. 
It o::nut, thcn:iore. he mbced, or alloyed. with otha mctab 
to inc:rcas.e its hardo.eu.. The gold caotl:llt.oi tb.=: alloys, 
that is,. their.li.nenel!:l or purity,; i:s· indic::ued by the, tam 
ca.ra.t or kant, which rroc:ans Olle twc.aty-founb. ~ 
Thus, 18-c:ara.t gold, usua.lly stamped 18C.. consists of 18 
parts of gt;ld a.nd 6 p:aru of other metolls. In ordc:r to 
reduce the cort, alloys of l~er gold c:ootc.at are aLso used. 
Custom :md pl";;.c:tice permit IOC. alloys, when so =ped. 
to be sold as gold, but an alloy with Jess than SO per c~t. 
gold is act properly designated as _gold. The t= fiM 
gQ/d is used to illdicate pure gold. Fineness may also be 
e."Cpr~cd io terms of parts oi Olle thousand; thus, 75'0 
line mean:~ that the :illoy o:rctains iSO'parts oi gold out 
oi cvery l,OCO. When gold is alloyed with different 
metals, clwzge:~ in colour may be serured. These alloys 
are known as 1ellow, white, and g-reen gold. 
45. Which oae of the fcUowing alloys =not propedy 
be labelled "gold"? 
I 10 an,t. 
2 12 =t. 
J 15' =t. 
4 18 carat. 
5 24 =t. 
46. A g-old alloy .that a 250 line em be de:~cribed as 
I 6=t. 
2 •= 
J 12 =t. 
4 18 =t. 
5 21 =c. 
47. This pana:ge a pCllbU!Iy part of 
I ;m .tdve:nisemo::ne for jewellery. 
2 a ~!book .tbout min=b. 
J a.c. article ill a. pogWar c:tqUine. 
4 a jewdla's ata.logue. 
S a.l.a.w regulating the la.ie of gold. 
48. How many reuocs are indicated in the pass;.ge: !or 
.tUoying :old? 
I Oae. 
Z Two. 
J Three. 
4 Four. 
S Five. 
Go on to the ne.-u pace. 
Co-Operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form y 
Read your favourite. poem a.gaiD. aad again. and the WQrds 
lc.se the.ir mcani.ag. Meet your favourite !ficture.· or 
m~icU ecmpa~itiot1 fl:'equc:ntly :l.Ild you End' ~ill 
growing blind md deaf to it. Saturate your.self wnh yaur 
favourite periume md it.losd iu.appell. The fact is 
that any p!=nt ~Oll tends to. d.i$appc:ar Upoll too 
f:rc:queoc rq1etition. One's fir:lt Fllfi Mign.or~ BJanwL:e 
is a ravishment. The ~eo:lt1d. unl~ it O<:cur3 aftc:r an 
in ten-a! o£ repose, i:! lc~ c:liccin. A· third ill rapid 
$UI:Cdsion = h.uU1y be thought oL 
~y artistic e."qlc:ricr.ce, liXe any ~nomic: one, require!~ 
a pawe. for thought and rum.iDatioiL. In many arc:as of 
e."'qle:rience, we automatically tlke.v:acatioa:s. We put the 
book.:t back on the ~hd£, 'tay away from that O"..J<JO in 
the ==• go to a.nothl!l" theatre. In mwic this i:! uot 
10 c::uy; we :m: not able to make up our OW!l pro~;ra.=d. 
Whe.!l next you see me tiptoci:ng out of a ecnc.':I"t and 
inquire. anxiou:~ty, ''What! Arm't you stayi~!{ to bear 
the PathitiqtU!", you will he:u- me whisper, ''No thanks. 
I'm on the W3go:ln." 
~9. From the- pusagc:, it is· clear that Filet MlgMr~ 
BJarnaise is somethi.ag to 
r· a" 2 list= to. 
J "'d. 4 •moll. 
5 look a.t. 
:0. The writer ~ects tb.a.t wh.a:l he leave~ the concert 
his frieads will exp~s 
1 amusement. 
2 surprise. 
3 disappoi.a!llleot. 
4 """'!· 
5 anger. 
51. ApFC~tly, the writ=r bas been 
1 drinking too !111lcil. 
2 enjoying teo many filet.t· mi.gnoru. 
3 re:r.diug too mn<:b. poetry. 
4 looking at teo many piaurl!:!l. 
5 h~ the P~IUtiqWI too oit=-
52. The writer thinb that it C! hardest to a.Vl:lid getting 
too much of a ~ thing when oae C! in a 
1 U"br.u-y. 
z "'"""" 3 !Dt=eum. 
4 CDilccrt hall. 
5 -= 
53. The writer tbinlcs o-f leaving the coaccn bcalllC he 
1 dOd aot like. the PathJ~. 
2 lilcd the Pathitiqu.. vay =<:b.. 
3 fe:r.r.r that the PaJhit~4 wat1't be perlonaed to 
mit him. 
4 is 1.1t1iamillar with the PathJtiqu6. 
5 int=:~ds nev=r to l1uen to the PaJhiliqu• apin. 
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Still fartha dowu amoog- the lower forms of !i!e, the 
whole qu~on o£ mother Jove becoml!:!l ~illy. £vat popula.r 
satimentality se.= to reg-;u-d generosity u ;. function 
oi. the backbooe. A sdf-!lacrificing cocla-oach or jellyfish 
is incol1ceiv-.a.b\c:. Tho::re. are those, of counc, who have 
tried,., oonc:thd~ to· discern motha love eVC(L in. these 
depths..· They P?iot out that. amo:og the bw.ld, solitary 
IV.l-${l~ •• and s-p1dc:r::s· the. !IlQ:st claborate preaution:1 are 
made: for:- thO!" care of. the young. It is wdllar.own that 
ants !ide. their eggs with great:= and carry them. off 
who:n- da..Ilga threateos. But the cgp: give oif a. p!easmt· 
125ting juice, at~d the ants be~tow equal care upon. the 
grubs of their aU.'Inid, whkh abo- give off a. tasty juice, 
but grow up to eat the! ants' own eggs and grubs. 
S4. The! reasaa. why the ants a.r:tanpt to 5ave their eggs 
is p~bably ~t they 
I vnnt to !13£eguard thdr offspring. 
2 like the taste of the juice given off. 
3 are drivl:n by pan:atal. instincu. 
4 wish to de~troy their.-enanies. 
S intend to eat them. 
55. The write:r believd that mother love amoog the 
"""" t is {r~endy Ob$CfVI:d. 
2 c;.o. be proved 5cia:r.tiiially to c::cist. 
3 is a seatim<:ntal fairy tale. 
4 is accurately dcseribed by othe:r writers. 
5 is iotmd in a iew isolated Cl-!IC:S. 
56. Just bd"ore. the p~e quoted. the writer a.ppuently 
<fuouscd 
1 mother love amo:og the higher animab. 
2 mother love TJ<f'.:W fathe:r love. 
3 the difercoc~ betwee:l. hu= bc:io!r.J and other 
""""'"'· 4 the ha.rli1 doae by sentimo:ntal feelings. 
5 the impol"ta1:lce oi a badclxlne. 
N:. m.a.n is d~ oi placing hil:rtsd£ ia a disagreeable 
!ituat:i<JIL. But ii be has oo choice ia the ase, ii chere be 
110 choice prdentcd. to. bitll but a neglect oi duty or the 
eamity oi those wbo are called the world, be nteriu the 
contlllilot a:~ well a.s the indigoation of his country who 
can heSitate wbic:h to lllilbrace. 
57. Ia the! Last line, the word "embrace" mo:st oearly 
m""" 
I ddi:t-e. 
2 <:boose. 
3 de!UYC!. 
4 collllider. 
5 recoau:na1d. 
58. The write:- probabty Lila::s to think of him:u:lf .l:i 
t a-aity. 
2 !cepncal. 
3 f!e:tiblc:. 
-4 $tlg"geu:ible. 
l =<"'"'-
59. The writer is pt"Cbahly leading up to a statano:nt thar 
be! beliC'I'CS 'Nill re:su.lt ill 
1 gt"eat popub.rit;y for him. 
2 widcsprezd indip.tion. 
3 bdita.tiOIL. 
4 nq!e.ct ot duty. 
5 public rewud. 
60, The writer !eels obliged to 
I avoid a• disag-reeable !ituatioa.. 
2 a~c the v~ct of public opi.cion. 
3 do his duty. 
4 hditate over a diffic:nlt c:hoi~ 
5 aiticize his owu c01mtry. 
G.l Ot1 to the ne.-u P~· 
·. 
Co-operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
I bought me a dolb.r watch and ~et it by the gn:at clock 
on the Puliamc:at HOU5e at 8.05 p.m., th~ wc:ct bac.k io 
=r !'l)oaucd buned m.ysdf i.e. my book.. Now th.e Parlia· 
mc:ctuy clock bas a peo.Ufurity that exists ic. oo !lth~ 
clock.. On theba.l.f hour it~ the .mcceedicg bour, thc:a 
strikc:s: the hour ~ a.t· the PfC"PO"" tim'!.;. Aft<= I had 
beer n:adic.g for a wl:llle;: the grot clod:e beg= to boom 
and I o:moted- ten... I. rea.d:r.ed for· my- aew:watcl!.: to see 
hew it wa.s gdtiDg a!Oilg; it w= =king 9.JO_ It" !=ned 
rather poor ~ aen £or a &::l!W- watch, but I suppo$ed 
that the clialate was m"ecting it. I shoved it· ba!f. :a.a b.OIU" 
ahead, took- to my book,.. .1.Ild waited to see what would 
lla.ppaL. Soon the great clock s~:ruck teo. I looked-the 
watd:r. ·wa.s:matkiilg" IO.JO.o 'rhU wa.s teo muclt ~ for 
the money;· I pw.hed the h.:J.ad.s back a half hour. By md 
by the grot clock strudc eleven.. The watclt. showed 10.30. 
r pcshed it ahead with :s=e show llf t~er. Soot~ the 
Parliame:cb.ry· clock ttruck clevm again. The.. m.tch 
:showed up 11.30 now, and I beat its brains. !lut" a~t. 
the bethtead. I was sony the aext day when I f=d out. 
61. \Vbat was it th.at the writer found out the aext day? 
Tlw: he had damaged the bedstead with the 
w;~.tc:h. 
! That the gTe:at cloc:k itsdf had be~ WTOng the 
pr=iou::s eve!l.ing. 
3 That his W2tcb. was broken beyond repair, 
4 That he h.ad brnkett his watch in his sleep. 
5 That the· grc:at cloclc strudr: each hour rwke. 
62. At 9.:!0 the grea.t clock E71Wt have struck 
l oo= 
2 eigi:lt til:=!. 
3 nice times. 
• tea tim=. 
' 
cli:Ve%1 times. 
63. The writer ~. re%dy to bdieve that his IVlltch IV:I.5 
WT"OO.g beo:au.se be had 
tak= a dislike to it. 
2 re:'let it so ma.ay time:!!. 
J just bol:lfhl: it. 
4 lle?"l'.r known the g-reat clock to be wrong, 
j pail! so little ·rcrr it. 
64._ ~ p~ ~ p~t.ably writtar. princi!)ally co 
nr:o the public against dolb.r 'Miltcluts. 
2 make fUll oi the Pa.rliame:~~tuy clock. 
J a:akc. fUll o£ dollar W2tclze1. 
4 advise againn lla.sty action. 
S amU!c its readers. 
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If I were to cl!oose. betwec:n the power of writing a 
poem. Uld the eata.sy of a poem Wl.writtc::a., I would 
cllcme the- eotasy. It is bettet> poetry. 
.: ,·.:·; ... 
65. The writer amsickrs a writt.:n"· poem. to be· 
I ao. ao::ide:ct. 
2 a by·product 
J a result. of hard work-
4 a method of achieving ecstasy •. 
S a r=d for bucnility. 
66. The writer v;r.lue$" mo:~t 
the desire to write. 
2 the ability to write. 
3 the recitation Of poetry. 
4 a mood. 
5 pacience. 
To avoid or repair the result$ of plougb..U:Ig we· ttave the 
new plouglllei.S zyst=. It requires at least ;u many 
ploughs a.s the old syste:I~ ao.d should be cilled m!lld· 
board.less farming, becau::se 'moldboard ploughs, which 
tum. scil upside down md bury the de:~.d and live vege!:a-
tioa, are oot used. The II!!W ploughs h.a.ve blades or rods 
that ron along lll:lder the sudace and kill the gr;1M ;md 
weeds but leave the vegeub\e =te..-i.a.ls oa the suriace.. 
A modem farmer, when he r.tise:s a crop oi wheat, lc:ave:s 
all the str.r.w !la the surface after the barve:s-t, beta!Ue be-
knows that it is the best !Oil and crop in.sar=ce he Cil.D 
get. One dltrl? of hard rain = splash bare soil eight 
inche:!! into the ai.r. The ciect of billions of drops is ta 
move tons ci soil dowuhill. 
67. The passage· implies that the eiiea of leaving the 
ttraw on the wheat fidd is to 
cuke ploughing tlmlece:!ISUy. 
2 red= ernsioa. 
J keep the $Oil irom getti.ag too wet. 
4 make fertilizing WUle=saty. 
5 disccurage insects and other pests. 
68. The chief dlfi"=ee bo:twe~ the old and c.ew pl01.1gbs 
is tlw: the old ones 
ld1l c.!:.:; gr.w and weeds. 
2 leave only the live vege.tatioa on the surfll= 
J \eave oa.ly the de:t.d vegeta.tioa QD.· the suriac~ 
4 lc:a.ve all the vegetat:ion on the surfaee.. 
5 bury all the vegetatioa. 
69. AccoJ11ing to the writer, it is i=.c;cuncc to <:ill the· 
ae-w system 
l plough!~ 
2 moldhoardless. 
3 su=faL 
• widc!p~ 5 mod= 
Go on to the nett page. 
.. 
. :, 
Co-Operative Reading Comprehension Teet - Form_ Y 
There i:s a later scmg th2t rivals- TM Rosary :u All!.cri~'s 
~ia:-a mtnial setting for. Joyce Kilao:r's Treu. 
I:lere,. too, the mrd.s play m import:mt part. &er since' 
it wu- WTit:tc:n, Trtt.r has been the $0rt of 'llOCll ~ 
people Clrt aut and carry ummd in thdr poc:kctboolc:s. 
ThiS i:s not: the. ~c. with.Fram tlcl Lc.nd of the Sk,..bl!.U 
Watn- or Evming.-Star,:.Thc m!l.SiC for.Tuu ~ pruty' 
bad but tho:re is oae thing in iu favtJur. It i:s :K~ like 
Rlm:sky'' S~mg of India tb.a.t:: the· two c:ou.ld 6~ playa!. at 
the .5ar:I!e time without discam!ort. Tree, therefore, !ike. 
Mormlig/lt and Roser, dOd not have-to beat its owu path 
to the brain. !t traveb. a. ftiiTOw. alr~:r ploughed by a 
!=oas prcdee=r. . •. 
70. From the pa5age it i:s ap~t that Srmg of lndi4 
wa.5 =~ed before 
l Tk R'"">· . 
2 From tM !...and of til• Si~Bfu. Wotn-, 
3 Trtu, · •· · · · 
4 Evming Star, 
5 Moonlight and Rases. 
71. The writer indiates that the words .ire a Large 
factor· in the popularity of· .. 
1 Song af India. · · · 
2' Frtms tM Lc.ru:l of tM Sk-y.Bf~~-t Water. 
3 E'flncing Sltw, 
4 Tilt RIUcry. 
5 Moonligllt and Rosts. 
72. Ill the la$C two sentc:nc=, the writer ~ two fgures 
of. :!p«dl.. Co-n-e.spoqd.ing words arc "pa.tb." and 
1 "predee=r";· 
2 "bnin", 
3 "ploughed". 
4 "tn.vels". 
5 "futTOw''. 
73, The writer'' natcmc:n~ about the music for Trus 
ean be~t be de~eribcd u 
1 fiattering . 
2 very faint pr:l.i:sc. 
3 noncommittd. 
4 unOllllpli!nCit:uy. 
5 bitter.· 
7-4. We may infer that the writo:r· thinb the Asncrian 
people's taste in music i:s 
1 impr:tnillg rapidly. 
:z. good.. 
3 neither good nor bad. 
4 poor. 
5 dUguning; 
75. It i.s most likclt that the writo:r is ~c when he 
=~ """ 
people any a copy of Trus uow:r.d itt thd.r 
2 ~~ popular. 
J the words Ot Trte~ :ue im?Ortant. 
4 there is one thing ia f4vour oi the music for 
Trtu. 
S Trm and Sorrg of Irsdla C!:!Uid be played t~thcr 
without disOl!Dfort. 
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,. 
(1) The Anhs in Spai::t ue- stna¢y neglected in 
(2) OllTCilt histories.: To write- of medievaL E=pe 
1
3) without them. is ta ignore the-principal ~oa 
4} oi the period. The. fulldt !mtarid, the rtroogm 
5)· .ti~ the~ tifc,::·were-ill $Outb. of the-
(6) ~~ees tllroughout tbe·.Dark Age~~ ·Yet--this.· 
(7)..: ci~oa. O<:t:Upic:s-fiye-line:~ out ot.liVl: hundred: 
(8) -:pages. in: the- be:lt:·knOWlJ.· h=dbook on .. that; period.._ 
(9}· we read,' in the Arab bi_jto~ of diff=t k:ing:s .. 
(10) ·: having- dabor:ate: g-arden:s ·with aery~ nridy" of. 
(11) plant; of the !iteraryaadcmy to whom new poems: 
(12) ·;:w=. ro:cited; of the fund. for tb.e- endowr:neDt oL 
1
13 )--!earced .:nar,.. and the: attraction of. srhola.t: from' 
14) all parts-of the world.. The c:rmnting glory wu the.· 
IS) ill:lr:ary- of Al I!alam,. who in- 970 lU).· entitt!.y· 
(16)' 6Jled: a pabo::· at. CordOTa with book3 .w.:zght fr=· 
(17) the whole known world. The cla.s.sifio:i shelves of 
(18) · tl:ili, libi"Uy' hdd 600,0C0 YOIIm!e:!; all atalogued 
(19) and in order. . • · .. · 
76. The writer app<tretltly beLieves that we should 
1 vi~it Cordova. 
2 live south of the Pyren~. 
3 !lle ~ :z.s libraries. 
4 know more about the Ar.lbs in Spain. 
5 have ei.abol'llte Pl'dens with every nriety oi 
plant. 
77. ~ lUCd ja line 14, "a-owning" most na.dy IIICI.O.S 
1 bat-known. 
2 b.istoric:zl. 
J intellectual 
4 ro,U. 
5 gn::al:dt. 
78, The writer mCitiotl5 the ordc:rline:s:s o£ the Libf2rY all 
evidence of . 
l a !0'9'c: of beauty. 
2 a ~ !or !earning, 
3 the r:nedic:nl cba.r:l.eet". 
4 the Spani:sh traditioll. 
S the nqled: of Cl:m::lt hiltoriaiu_ 
i9. In the latter hall oi this pauar<; the writer's nuin 
purpose is to 
1 show evidettce ot a high civtlitat:ion.. 
Z give examples oi the work oi Anb hi.storWts. 
J de~cribe the Libruy of Al Hakr::m.. 
4 proYe tlw: Cord~ W2.S a centre of learning, 
5 e."':plaia why :c:ho!ar.s were attneted to Cordova. 
80. For intormatioa in mpport of his ideas the write:r 
retie~ou 
CIU'l'Cilt historie~. 
l tho:, h-<*knDW'12 handbook. 
3 Arab historians. 
4 the literary aademy. 
S the lihruy of Al Ha.k=. 
Go on 10 the ae:u pace 
' 
Co-Operative Reading Comprehension Test - Form Y 
The temper o£ the anmtry was not ~!ut:iouary. Th~ 
were hope:~ of a D.o:w h~VCl ami a new c:utb. am~ a fr:w 
intellectiU.Is U. Pari:; but !l1en of =d. s~ =ld ~ord 
to SlDile at sudtdrc::a.tn:~. There wa.s ancfW'Odc of "sC:::ct'' 
d=iO<ntio: :ocictie5 ; but u a rule tb.q were wdl lm0W11 
to the police and with!rut any real strength. 
81.' The drea.a1.s mentioned in the passage we:re dreams of 
Ameria. 
2 dcm=ey. 
3 f.t'OD.t:ia- life. 
4- a r~ to primitive castams. 
S a new religion. 
b"'Z. In the fim sc:ntcac:e, the word "temper" mearu 
mood. 
2 hope. 
J anga-. 
4 intellect. 
5 Ca!llmCI15Cil.SC. 
83. The fint sc:ctmee in the p=ge U supported by tb.e 
natema:~t that 
the:e we:re hape.1 of a aeyv }leaven. 
2 there we:re hopd of a ao:w c:utb.. 
3 there were democ:ntic societie:~. 
4 the soo=;ttie:~ were kllawu to the polic:e. 
S the societid were without .rtra~gth. 
84. The word "sec:ret'' b in quota.tioc. tna.rb to indicate 
that the societid were 
ill<pl. 
2 ~!utioauy. 
J not secret. 
• not do:moc:r.atie. 
' 
llllt import:t.o.t. 
85. The writ~s main point is that 
= of SOimd sc:cse were prosperous. 
2 the police lc:ao:w what w::u going llU. 
3 the intellectc3.l..s were hopeful. 
4 the cmm~ry wu coa:serwtive. 
5 there is always a prefere:c:e for demoa::~.c:y. 
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No vulgar belle£ f:s ll101'1!1 settled thl!n that gtOilp:f of 
~ mim.al:s ue u:!U2lly ruled and prnta:ted, by 
wise old !e:u:len. Man. lli=d£ is a gregariou.:s ani=l :md 
hi:! !e2l;!en, though frequc:ntiy o!d, are rarely wise. Bat 
the instincts of the !ower animal:! u.: thought to move 
thai1 to se!~ without error the wi:sert =cog thc:o:x iar 
leaden and to accept their guidance and hdp. No .mc:h 
reports, however, come !rom tho:se, who, free from 
sc:atimmtal bia!s, have w:~.tc:hed ~- There is llCVC: 
a.I1f action that aims at a.id..in.g :mather individnal. It h a 
fac:t that mcnkey:l afto:r. rw.h up at the r:ry of a WOUitded 
cetllpacion, bat .u often ~ not they i.n.fl.io:t flU'ther iD.jury 
upon the injured one. Stag-1, in particub.r, run away at 
the dnt !igu of da.Dger and rejoin the does a.cd fa~ only 
whc:~ it is past. Who:r. a bad of caribou is fieeing from 
WQ!ve:~, the a!d bulls, it i:s true,. br:ing up the rear and so 
e.:~\)'Jse thouclvcs to being the lint viedms. Btrt: they 
have no c:haic:e; they ju~ ='t nm as well a.s the COW':I 
and a.t'fej. 
. 86. C!lmp~ with the fcna.lc.:~, old hull anOou are 
1 braver, 
2 wi3er. 
J slower. 
• !IIorc selfish. 
' 
IIIOre active. 
87, The mort c:awardly behaviour 'mentioned appcu'.:s to 
he that Qt the 
1 wounded mookey. 
2 bull caribou. 
J row caribou. 
4 stag'. 
5 female deer. 
88, '"Vulgar", a.:s used in the first lice ot the passage. 
ClO.:It nearly !IIems 
I popular. 
2 -~ 
3 finn. 
4 duhiou.:s. 
S rude.. 
89. Iu this passage the writer contCild.:s that, with ~ 
to !eadCl"ll, 
1 llWl is no better ott than other ani=!:~. 
2 ather animaJ.:s are no better olii th.a.a. \llliil. 
J Wdom increase.:s with. age. 
4 m;UJ. is gcidcd by i=:lt:U:!.c:t. a.s much as the lower 
anim.a.!.:s are. 
S auim.t.b have wd!-devdopcd in.stinc:t.:s {or chor,s• 
iug the right 011e. 
90. The writer bdicvd that amaas- animal.:s 
l the strong cue far the wcalc.. 
2 the male pratec:t the !=ales. 
J the wdl arc for the wouttded.. 
4 the old pratett the yow:~g, 
5 e:r.c:h one mWit look cue for him.:sdf. 
- ---·-····-'•- -·---
APPENDIX C 
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•' 
Proposal for Critical Evaluation 
. ·' 
The Western Australian College of 
Advanced Education is currently 
reassessing the structure of the 
degree Bachelor of Arts in 
Education . The college wishes to 
obtain students' views on the 
balance in the present programme 
between theory and practice. 
To assist in this process, write a 
critical evaluation on the proposal 
that, "'more than 50% of the of 
the B.A. in Education should be 
devoted to school practice 
r a th e r t h an t h e 2 0 % o f t h e 
course presently devoted to it." 
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Persuasive Discourse - Scoring Scheme 
1. COmE<!' 
lml)ortanee of thlil top I 
established • 
2. CLARITY OF 
TRESIS 
3. IDEA 
DEVELOPMENT 
~rrter-pan~Q=h ( uendnQ unity . 
ct lde.e.s) 
'>"-""" 
4. SENTENCE 
CONCEPT 
5. CONCLUSION 
1. CONSISTENCY 
OF POINT OF 
VIEW 
2. CONSISTENCY 
OF TENSE 
3. AGREEMENT 
•subject/verb 
•nouru'prcnoun 
and so on 
4. ACCURACY OF 
SPELUNG 
@ c Puhl. 1990 
PERSUASIVE DISCOURSE - SCORING SCHEME 
1 OrganisatiOn and Presentation of Content . 
No o;cnu,xc Com!ixt c:leariy 
dellned 
6 
L~X~Miy 
-
Sharply~ 6 
Logical developmem: 14 
ld~ atldeat with 
randomly 
..... 
re~tlon.ahlps dearly 
&iona~ed 
Jdeat _, 24 rnndomly par.a~oh 
'""' 
on;ansat!on 
Poor &entenea " 
c:onoapt-mooninQ Good c=noept. 24 
c:onfuslld or lo11t. MNt~lnq at deer 8t'ld 
Unclear Ul'\amb!quoull- Cl&er 
relerence, Poor retersnee.C3ood 
p,~ punc:~Jttdon. 6 
No Summary cta.lllrr.ent 
c:onc:IUII!on linked bac:k m tnash; 
TOTAL1 80 
2. Grammatical Features and Te<1hnica! Conventions 
Falls to maJtltaln Malrrtaln:s 
appropriate per:son appropri.gte p&r.ltln 5 throughout ~say. throughout &May. 
Frequent 
lnliPP(tlpriata' No lnappropn'me 5 shltl:s In tsnsa shltt:!l In tense. 
Froquent errcr:s No errcrsln 5 
In agreement aQreemem: 
Fraquent spelling No .sp.alllng errors. 5 
lllr.:lr.J. 
TOTAL 20 
TOTAL PART 1 
TOTAL PART 2 
TOTAL 
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TABLE 5 
Scores Obtained on the Persuasive Di~course Written 
Essay 
., 
Part 1,. Organisation and presentation of content. 
Part 2 = Grammatical features and technical conventions 
* Results are calculated ·as a percentage. 
Subjects Part One Part Two 
1 63 75 
2 79 100 
3 84 70 
4 69 90 
5 82 100 
6 62 80 
7 58 65 
8 56 85 
9 44 65 
10 41 40 
11 74 65 
12 68 90 
13 41 100 
14 65 70 
15 52 75 
16 51 55 
17 56 55 
18 52 60 
19 39 60 
20 34 6.5 
21 59 bO 
22 72 90 
23 55 60 
24 61 90 
25 51 75 
26 67 90 
27 52 65 
28 55 60 
29 72 85 
30 46 70 
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·. 
TABLE 5 
Scores Obtained on the Persuasive Discourse Written 
Essay 
Subjects Part One Part Two 
31 40 80 
32 56 75 
33 55 70 
34 37 55 
35 71 55 
36 80 70 
37 56 60 
38 35 60 
39 61 90 
40 65 90 
41 41 90 
42 60 50 
43 52 70 
44 61 80 
45 72 90 
46 61 90 
47 59 80 
48 65 90 
49 69 65 
50 41 90 
51 67 90 
52 34 70 
53 40 55 
54 '25 60 
55 .. 41 90 
56 34 90 
57 36 30 
58 42 90. 
59 36 60 
60 34 90 
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